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A publication of the students of the University of Missouri-Rolla
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UMR competes in SA E
· ·
national competition Ne w sof twa re to aid
Job seekers
News Services
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Nine engineering students at the
University of Missouri - Rolla are
designing two radio-controlled airplanes to compete next month in a
national competition sponsored by the
Society of Automotive Engineers.
The students will fly their entries
in SAE's annual radio-controlled
cargo aircraft competition May 14-16
at Wichita, Kan.
The UMR team consists of:
-Tracy Bagwill of Doniphan.
MQ, , a senior in aerospace engineering and the son of Dew aine and Wanda
Bagwill of Doniphan .
-John Cassibry of Paducah. Ky.
a freshman in aerospace engineering
and the son of William Cassibry and
Mary Ann Reynolds, both of Paducah.
-Stephen Haug of Rolla, a senior in aerospace engineering. Haug is
formerly of Warrensburg. Mo., where

his brother, John Haug, and mother-inlaw, Mary Maycock, reside. He is the
captain of the frrst aircraft design
team.
-Robert Hepler of SI. Louis, a
senior in aerospace engineering and
the son of Jack and Sam Hepler of SI.
Louis.
-Engku A.Khairezof~,
a senior in aerospace engineering.
- Trrn King of Arnold. Mo. , a
senior in mechanical engineering and
the son of Larry and Elaine King of
Jonesboro. Ark.
-Eivind Listerud of Moss Nor~, a sophomore in aerospace engineering. Listerud is a former foreign
exchange student from Osceola Mo.
-Jim Ockers of Mountain
Home Ark. , a graduate student in
aerospace engineering and the son of
John and Anne Ockers of Mountain
Home.
-Scott Repke of SI. Charles.
Mo. , a senior in aerospace engineering and the son of Donald and Helen
Repke of St. Charles. Repke is the
leader of the second design team.

HIS Algoritbm
SOURCE

drive, executes, then sees a complete
menu-driven, user-interactive program designed just for him.
PROGume's publisher, IDS AIgorithm, calls the concept programas-media and it solves the perennial
problem in job bunting-<leciding
what information is relevant to a particular employe r- by enabling the
employer to frod the data most relevant to him.
When the employer starts the
program he will be treated to a short
presentation, which you created with
PROGume's Slide Show Generator, to
highlight some top points. Then he
will be directed to an organized outline
of your text, where he can pick items of
interest to review in-depth.

Until recently, a 200-page resume would get you a place in the Job
Seeker's Hall of Folly, a nice case of
carpel tunnel syndrome or a federal
grant-bu t not a job. Now, new software can actually make good use of
your extended self-analy sis-giving
you an edge with harried employers .
The softwartr -just released this
month--enables graduates and other
job seekers to create computer programs (containing up to 200 pages of
text) about themselves. It's called
PROGume (tm).
This Shareware (try-before-you"One of PROGume 's most powbuy) software enables you to create a
erful and dramatic features is the Accomplete, stand-alone interactive protion Oriented Text Display ," says the
gram-no programming involved, the
publisher. "You can draw attention to
publisher says. If you can punch a keyitems or ideas in your text by adding
board, you can create programs taiaction to the text." You can make
lored to each job you applied for. The
letters drop in like rain, flash , click
employer simply slips it into his disk
onto the screen like a teletype, wobble,

jump, stream in from the side and
more.

Dramatic displays and windowing not withstanding, says His Algorithm, "The feature that is most appreciated by the employer is the ability to
search your text for items of particular
interest."
Through a sophisticated and flexible search function the employer can
quickly frod information of interest ,
tag it, make notes and print the information for later use in an interview.
You create your PROGumes (as
the publisher has dubbed them) with
the PROGume (trn) Editor which
comes with an on-line manual, a tutorial and demo. The editor, like the
program you create with it, is completely menu-driven and easy to use.
No programming experience is
needed.
According to IDS Algorithm,
user testing shows that PROGume s
can be created within an hour of in-

see Sofware, page 19
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What's Up at UMR

.

6:30 pm Chi Epsilon Meeting

Wednesday

9:30 pm Juggling C1ub at Miner Rec.

Association of Eng ineering Geologists Mtgl204

UMR golf. UMR Best Ball Toumament , times
7:00 pm Down To Earth Meeting!2 10 McNutt

be announced at UMR golf course.

.

be announced, at Warrensburg

6:30 pm sHPE Meeting!114 CE

2:00 pm UMR baseball, Quincy College, double-

header, UMR baseball field .

UMR outdoor track MlAA Championships ,limes
lO

to

Next
Wednesday

MeN

be announced at UMR golf course.

SME BOlt Sales/McNutt
2:30 pm StuCo LawyerrNalnut.

~yy.)

7:00 pm Chi Epsilon/ASCE Err Review Sessionl

UMR softball MlAA Cbampionships, time to be

114CE

announced, at Shawnee, Kan .

12:00 pm GMVoluntcer Spirit Award Ceremonyl

Intramural Track & Field

Mark Twain

De

4:00 pm UMR Softball vs. Li ndenwood.

5:00 pm Student Activity Fee Board/Walnut.

6:00 pm Eta. Kappa Nu Meeting/2.04 McNutt.

7:00pm Spring 1992 EIT ReviewSessions,F1u id

11 am· 1:30 pm UMR performing arts program's

9:00 am - 3:00 pm Science Fair for High School

3:304:30 pm

Mechanics, HSS·G5.

"A Taste of the Renaissance," mall north of the

Student Place to be announced Sponsor: National

Program!209 Nor

Stress: Its Benefits & Liabilities

University Center-West. Admission is fn:e, For

Society of Black Engineers.

7:30 pm lutheran Bible Oass

more infonnaiton call 341-4185.

8:00 pm 51. Pat 's Committee

1:30 pm Sigma Tau Delta and the Living Poet',

pre

5:00 pm Student Activity Fee BoardIWalnut

2:30 pm stuCo LawyerfWalnut
6:00 pm

UMR softball, St Louis University,

double.header. at St louis

Society present Bill McClellan, author and journalist for the St. louis Post·Dispatch, to speak on

Rockaway, "Assessment of the Semester: Exit

Series!Cafeteria

his current book Evidence of Murder Room 204

Interviews of Graduating Seniors and Graduate

McNutt Hall . Formore infonnaiton contact Mike

Students," Room 204, McNutt Hall.

8:00 pm University Theater-UMR presents "Plaza

Higgins at 3414274.

6:30 pm

8:00 pm
6:00pm Spelunker's Club 204 Menun

SUB Presents: April Fools Comedy

Randy at 34 1-7330

6:15 pm Blue Key Meeting/l03 EE.

6:30 pm

American Society of Civil Engineers

6:00 pm spelunken; Oub Meeting!204 McNutt
4:30 pm Geological Engineering Seminar John D.

6:15 pm Blue Key Meeting/216 ME

6:30 pm American Sociation of Civil EnginCClS

is free but tickets an:: required. for more informa-

6:00 pm Chinese Student Association Movie!114

tion call 341-4219

CE

6:30 pm Student Council Mtg.1204 McNutt

8:00 pm Starfleet/Maric. Twain

6:30 pm Madrigal Feaste

7:00 pm Chi Epsilon/AsCE Err Review Session!

9:30 pm Juggling Club at Miner Rec.

8:00 pm University Theater-UMR presents "Pia

Mtg./114CE

7:00 pm Tau Beta Sigma MtgJ139 CltE

Mtg./I14 CE.
114CE

6:30 pm interFraternity Council Rush Chainnan

Mtg./211 MeN.

7:00pm College Republicans 204 H.s.s.

7:00 pm

Friday

Alpha Chi Sigma MeetingIG-3

Thennodynamics. CE-1I4.

Sunday
Building. Sponsored by Down to Earth, UMR

to be announced, at Warrensburg

student organization. Admission is free and open
to the public.

UMR golf, UMR Best Ball Tournament, times to
be announced at UMR golf course .

5:00 pm Student Mass

UMR softball MlAA Championships, time to be

6:30 pm Vo ices of InspinltionrrJSouth

7:30 pm Tau Beta Sigma Meetingll39 ChemEng.

announced, at Shawnee, Kan .

9:00 pm Newman Mass

1:30 pm Muslim Student Assoc.

3:00 pm

Thursday

Gaming Association Gaming Session!

Monday
UMR golf, UMR Best Ball Tournament, times to

139 OtemEng

be announced at UMR golf course.

UMR outdoor track, MIAA Championships times

4:30 pm Muslim Students Association Lecture!

12:00 am University Onllors Chapter of Toast-

to be annoWlced at Warrmsburg

204 McNutt

masters International meets, Missouri Room,
University Center-East.

UMR tennis, MlAA Championships times to be

6:00 pm InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Meet·

announced at St. Jos eph

ing/Maramec

For more infonnation

contact Steve Watkins at 341·6321.

4:00 pm Genichi Taguchi. ''Quality Engineering
11 :30 am Civil Eng ineering GDlduate Seminar,

7:00 pm Show-Me An ime/2 12 McNutt

Kayvin Asghari "Hydrodynamic AnaI)'Sis of
Overland Flow," Room 114 Civil Engineering.

for Robust Technology Development," Centeno
nia l Hall , University·Cente r· East.

7:00 pm

12:30 pm Newman Scripture

Norwood

Suite" Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall . Admission

call 341·4219
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Sports Editor (Joel;: Tock)· ··· · ·-··~-· .... . . ·· -· ··· · · ··· Chrtstopher Gdo (364-6989)

PhotoEdltor -··_·· !.· .•...•. ..••. _ . ..•..• _.. _ .. _. .. __ ._ . . _ ..••. . -... -. BreUGoodman
7:00 pm Alcoholics Anonymous Mtg./Walnut

7:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu HelpSession!l12,213 EE

Saturday
UMR tennis, ~AA Championships. times to be

CoP.r. Manager ·-····· .--.·--··.·.-. ···-······-·-·.· ··.··-· .-··Jlm O(".kers (364 - 1207)

Starr Wrllers · Elliot C laVin. Bill Broyles. Roge.r Amonn. K. C. Snydcr. Heather
Sphar, James Hames, Mark Crawford. Lee H il I. Andy Dooley
Metwalll
Advs:olslng ReprrstntjlUvss' Jeremy Duchana ll. Kdth J enlcek

Ph?togrnphers Jasoll Hnnsell, MIke Venego nl , BreU SaunI er

Tuesday
UMR golf, UMR Best Ball Tournament, times to

,.•.;.

1II~~~~t~~~:~li'%;1

~ Wellh ul Song. MIIWll Chen, KJn~h ook Ghosh, Cannenza GuUerrez
Graph ic Ar1.l<4! s:
Millg. John Stork. DaVid Tnltcl"shall , Mike Wellwld. Dmur

annoWlced, al St Joseph.

"---
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AsSL Sports Edltor ;····· · ····:·· .. ••····•·•·•·•····· · ... · · •. ·Joe.Homburg (34 1. 5277)

7:00 pm Counci l of Grad Students Meetll06 McN

6:30 pm Han g Gliding Oub Meetine

;::::~t?~t~{:::;·::>·:

Missouri

4:45 pm Toastmaste rs Mtg./Mark Twain

6:30 pm Alpha Phi Omega Mtg./Maric Twain

'.

is fn:e but tickets are required. for more informa·
t ~on

6:30 pm BsU Wo",hip

'.!t. · ·,·.· ·.·,.,;;'i':::::::;:::::.
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6:00 pm Christian Campus Fellowship Meeting!

8:00 pm Uni,'ersity Theater·UMR presents "Plaza
1:30 pm Adult Children of Alcoholics Mtg.!201

··. .M
·.··.{).·.i.',· .s
·.·.·•.. •.

}\ SSl. Features Editor ······-·········,· · _-····· ········EllU1beth K1aduson (341 .9054)

Korean Student Association Meeting!

125 Chern

'·. '~.'· b.t.·.U
.··.i.k .·. ·.·"·M
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UMR outdoor tnlck MIAA Championships. times

8:00 pm Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting
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341-4828

Society of Met allurgical Engineers

Meeting/211 McN.

see Events, page 18

tion call 341-4219

1 pm - 5 pm Rolla Earth Day, Miner Recreation

7:30 pm Soc. of Mining Eng./214 MeNun .

Spring 1992 Err Review Sessions.

7:00 pm

is fn:e but tickets are required. for more informa-

For more infonnation contact Linda Manning at

7:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Help session!213 EE.

7:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Help session!213 EE'

Suite"Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall . Admission

UMR Central Missouri Economics Conference.

OtemEng.

7:30 pm

stra

InterFratCrnlty CounCil Meehnif216

McNutt

Suite" leach Theatre, Castleman Hall. Admission

6:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Meeting/103 EE
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Where there's sex, Conservative's Corner
there's an A
Dear Editor:

&.Labilities

-

Opinions

We believe the country's
present system of higher
education could be greatly
improved by what can be best
described as "Sexual Incentives."
Sexual incentives
would be offered to those
college students who demonstrate academic excellence.
Class attencance and specific
G.P.A. requirements would
be the discriminating factors.
The government could supply funding for this anomalous program and the students that meet the requirements would receive the appropriate renumeration.
Those truly interested in
improving the system of
higher education and in volunteering their·time to bettering the community would be '
more than happy to put forth
the effort to help make this
radical new proposition
work. The students them-

1
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selves would not be able to
constructively relieve their
carnal desires at the same
time.
The benefits of this program would be obvious and
immediate. Those students
with low grades would be
driven to achieve more while
those students who are academically proficient would
be encouraged to maintain
their eliteness.
While there is no method
of proving this theory without actually implementing
the plan, we believe it would
receive tremendous support
from college students nationwide. And assuming the
American public is openminded enough to give the
plan a try, we could develop
the world's most effective
educational system.
Sincerely,
Norm
&
BiIdie

Liberals often accuse Con,
servatives of advocating "shoot fust.
ask questions later" in American foreign policy. Usually this charge is accompanied l>Y a call for using "diplomacy" or "sanctions" to solve w~at
ever problem may be at hand. (Remember before the Gulf War?) Like
most Liberal positions, ihis one 'has
little connection with reaJity; ....."
Conservatives don't advo- .
cate rushing headlong into foreign
military adventures. In fact ; they often
express more concerns al~)Ut \ uch"
ventures than Liberals. 11 was ' the
Liberals who.cheered loudest ';"hen we
went into Somalia, and the Conservatives who wondered how we would get
mit (we're still wondering): .
What Conservatives argue
is iliat there are some· situations .in ""
which decisiove military action :
should - indeed m~st · - ·be taken.
When such situations arise they.must
be dealt with immediately; 4t;laying ••
for "diplomacy" 'o r "s!"1ctions" .WiU
only . mak~ . thi!1gs~orse. Tak~,. for
example, the Gulf War. Had we

waited for "sanctions" to force Sad- Failure.to take action means the probdarn out of Kuwait (as so many Liber- lem is simply leftto gro~ , until it is unalsadvocated) he would still.be there avoidable. ·There i~ no ~etter example
- and would be pointing A-Bombs at of this, of course, 'than World War II.
Saudi Arabia ;md Israel. A "diplo- Hit\er could have been -easily stopped
matic solution" would have brought by decisive ~ctiOri. in 1937 or ·1938.
Instead the Allies chose rely on "dithe same result. ..
Consider. also the horrible plomacy." Result: the bloodiestwar in
tragedy of Jugoslavia. A Western human hi~tory.
. ..•.
.
gl!arantee of the seceding n'pul>lics,
.........
Th~ri, ofc6~'& , there's the
backed up by rri~tary force, would fa~tthatwe .cou·ld ~~ve ended tht: C()ld
.~ ertainly have nipped Servian aggres- Waranytime.(romJ.946tothelate50'.s
sion iJi ) he bud (as even .Clinton'sby simply ... ihreat~ning to nuke
Secretary of Staten ow admits). Butwe Moscow: That 'would have' savCd the
shied away such a guarantee because .50 to l00rnilli6n lives snuffed o'u tby
we were afraid of "shooting fust." ·.CoIiunim~~ regim~ ~ince the. end of
Now the situation' there 1S ·infinitely . World Wa~ IL. "
.
worle,and wewillprobablyh'avetog0.Nqne of this is to deny illat
in anyw~y':""': at cOllsiderably higher there ar,,c'pfoblemS 'which diplom~cy
cost to ourselves.
can solv'e, 'But thqse.··. are generally
This, of course, is the ulti- problems between democr~cies.
mate catch to any 'attempt to rely' on 'When the 'problem is ' an aggressi~e
"diplomacy" or "sanctions": very of- regime, a dictator, 'a totalitarian emten. it merely delays and worsens the pire~ diplomacy is worse than useiess;
inevitable conflict, Far from being and the sopner we Wake up-to that.!act.
reckless, prompt miliiary action is the better it will be for all the wo~ld.
often the fulilmLcourse, sol"ing the
problem at minimal cost to
sides.
by Rob Hobart

to
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NOTICE
The Associated Students of the University of
Missouri will be electing one undergraduate for
a full term to its Board of Directors

~

- Attend monthly meetings
- Provide direction for ASUM, state-wide
- Set legislative priorities
- Assist with programming for UMR
59891
52711

Board member will be elected at the Student
Council meeting on April 27, 1993

,"'"
0"'"

For more infonnation, call
ASUM 341-4970

Student Council 341-4280

. ..':',
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UMR opinions on campus
When asked about gays in the military, these students responded:

J.-on Hanaen

Tom Stephenson
Senior
"No."

Tonya Schulz
Senior
"Personally, I think we
should let them in."

Jessica Glancy
Sophomore
"People objected to
letting women in the
military. It's kind of the
same thing."

Eugene Browder
Junior
"Other countries have
gays in their militaries, it
doesn't effect their armies
at all."

GMAC promotes consumer awareness Mr. McClellan speaks at UMR
GMAC
SOURCE

General Motors Acceptance Corporation (GMAC) is promoting consumer awareness of important credit
issues during this year's National
Credit Education Week, April 18-24.
uThe more consumers understand the importance of a good credit
record, the better prepared they will be
to borrow wisely," said Carol J. Knorr,
vice president of Marketing and Development for GMAC. "Through
credit education, consumers can use

credit to their advantage, rather than
be controlled by its misuse."
In recognition of National Credit
Education Week, GMAC is offering
consumers a free brochure. Called
"Using Credit Wisely," this GMAC
brochure is specifically designed to
help people understand what credit is,
how to ' obtain it and how to use it to
their benefit. For a copy, consumers
should send a self- addressed, stamped
envelope to: GMAC, "Credit Brochure Offer", 3044 West Grand Blvd.,
Annex 240, Detroit, MI 48202.
During this Week and throughout
the year, over 220 GMAC branches in
the United States will be looking for
opportunities to speak at high schools,

colleges and civic organizations on
important consumer credit issues.
National Credit Education Week
sponsors include the International
Credit Association, Credit Professionals International and Associated
Credit Bureaus. Together, these associations represent more than 15, 000
credit organizations throughout North
America.
GMAC, a wholly owned subsidary of General Motors Corporation,
is one of the largest financial services
companies in the world. Since 1919,
GMAC has extended more than $700
billion of credit to help consumers
purchase or lease more than 127 million cars and trucks.

News Services
SOURCE

Mr. Bill McClellan, writer for the
St.L ouis Post Dispatch and commentator on the SI. Louis PBS roundtable
Donny Brook, will be speaking about
his most recent book, Evidence of
Murder, at the University of MissouriRolla, V. H. McNutt Hall, room 204,
Saturday April 24, at 1:30 p. m. Evidence of Murder is classified as a true
crime book; it focuses on the evidence
within the two controversial St. Louis

trials of Edward Post, a promonent
Realtor from New Orleans. On June 3,
1986, Julie Post, Ed Post's wife of 19
years, ""as founddro,wned in the bathtub of the Posts ' room in the SI. Louis
Omni Hotel. Mr. Post was accussed of
the murder and at close of both trials
convicted. Mr. McClellan is an accredited speaker, knowledgeable
about the criminal justice system; the
discussion will be exciting and interesting. The lecture is open to the public ; admission is free. The program is
being sponsored by Sigma Tau Delta,
the English Honor Fraternity, and
Living Poets Society, the English
Club.

Do women and men receive equal financial aid?
,

~ English Department
SOURCE

Women and men receive comparable fmancial aid at UMR. This conclusion was reached by the Women
Studen~ Advisory Committee after
initiating a study of fmancial aid
awards for the 1991-1992 academic
year.
The difference between scholarship based aid for men and for women
was negligible: aid was awarded to
SS.8% of the female students and to
S6.S% of !he male students, The average totaJ scholarship aid per female
student was 52434,67 while the aver-

age per male student was $2493.25.
Although slightly more women qualified for and received needs based aid
(48.1% versus 41.8%), the average
total needs based aid per male student
was slightly higher ($4031.85 compared to $3751.41).
The study was in response to students' perceptions regarding financial
aid that emerged in a 1992 survey of
the campus climate. Although the
survey revealed that most students
believed that financial aid awards
were equivalent for males and females, a significant percentage of
male respondents felt it was better for
women.
The survey was designed by Ms.
Sandra S. Terry with the assistance of
the Women Students Advisory Com-

mittee. It was administered to 393
UMR students by Department of English faculty in three writting courses:
20,60, and 160. The sample was reasonably representative of the proportion of male and female students at
UMR. The fmancial aid study was
conducted by Dr. Paula Lutz, Asst.
Professor of Life Sciences, and Ms.
Meg Brady, Manager of User Services
for the Computer Center, with the cooperation of the Office of Student
Financial Aid.
The Women Students Advisory
Committee plans to monitor financial
aid awards in subsequent academic
years. The committee is chaired by Dr.
Debra Robinson, Director of Counsc:ling and Career Developmenl. Members include female and male students.
faculty, and administrators.
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pennies that students may have
stashed away. Be generousa nd give
APO
what you can. Most recently, April
SOURCE
10, APO collected any and all ref;;;;;_~:;;;;;;;;;_ _;;;_ _ _ _ _;; use on
their ass igned stretch of
Highway 72. A grueling job, but
The end of school may be ap- well worth the reward of knowing
proaching but the efforts of Alpha that Rolla is a cleaner place
for the
Phi Omega continue. In an effort effort.
to best serve the community, the
In the future APO will be a part
chapter lias been busy both offand of two more activities. Aiding
the
on campus. APO is pleased to Red Cross, the organizati
on will be
announce that two actives, Mark providing necessary
services for
Kelly 'and 'David Glastetter, re- th,e April 21 &
22 campus blood
cently ,visited local schools, pre- drive. Hopefully ,
senting projects related to eng i- . eyeryone will be ,out to
give their
neering and the'environment. We bodily fluids. Finally,
remember
cOnlrnend these gentleme~ and th,at., APo' \\i,ill have their
usual
hope that their efforts wilrencoQf~ , "b;x;k~t()re" ~t theendof
the semes'age .yOUnger students to ~nter 're- ler;, W~tch ' for
it by the 'PuC)(; and
i~t~d ri~ldsof stud).. "
heip r~d~ce ev.eryone ~s, cost of p~r
In an effort to aid local chane , ch~\i!g m~terillls
· for the coming
ties~)eagesha~e bee~co.I1ecting year;.
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.'s wife of 19
d in the baththeSt. Louis
saccussedof
of both lIials
an is an ac·
)wledgeable
e system; ilIe
ng and inter·
:nto the pub,eprogram is
.U Tau Delta,
ltemi!)', and
the English

Eye on Campus
College Republicans

The Southern Leadership Conference - This event was on Saturday,
February 27 in Nashville Tennessee .
The topic of discussion is the Role of
Rights in a Free Society. The Conference is sponsored by the Intercollegiate Studies Institute, The Young
America's Foundation, and the Fund
for American Studies.
Features
Speakers were: David Horowitz,
Charles 1. Skykes, and Christina Hoff
Sommers.
There is also talk of building a
national grass-roots collegiate organization that will begin the process to
recapture the Presidency in 1996. We
have been discussing setting up a national "nuts and bolts" bulletin board
in Rolla that students and other young
people across the country could access
to gain a voice in the discussion of
critical policy issues. By combining
the ideas ofUMRCR 's with other conservative intellectuals through the
country, we will be able to serve our
country more effectively .
Anyone interested in becoming
involved in the UMRCS' s can attend
ourmeetings every Wednesday at7 :00
pm in H-SS Room 204 or contact
Brent Stewart or Tim Gungoll.

The College Republicans of the
University of Missouri at Rolla
UMRCR's) attended the Republican
National Committee elections for
Chairman of the Republicans Party in
St. Louis. The UMRCR's in anendance worked as volunteers for one of
the candidates in the five-man race.
As volunteers they were able to sit in
on the closed-door strategy sessions
and elections. The strategy sessions
culminated in a keynote address by
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole of
Kansas.
Besides rubbing shoulders with
Senator Dole, UMRCR's had the opportunity to introduce themselves to
political activists and media consultants such as William Kristol (former
chief of staff for Vice-President Dan
Quayle), Robert "Bob" Novak of
(CNN's Cross-fire, Capitol Gang, and
Evans and Novak), Mark Shields (of
Capitol Gang), Phyllis Schafly (of
Eagle Forum), Rich Bond (former
RNC chairman), as well as hundreds of
other republican "big whigs".
Other UMRCR events this semester included:
Missouri's State-Wide Lincoln
12m - This event was held in Springfield, Missouri on February 19 and 20.
Those in attendance at last year's Lin- WHO WE ARE:
coIn Days had the opportunity to meet
An independent organization of
virtually every Missouri Republican transfer students formed in 1992.
candidate running for office from Kit
Bond and Bill Emerson to David Steelsee Campus, page 14
man.

Trans fer students

.

.

APO: always helping
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Earth Day, Su nd ay April 5
Down to
Earth
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - Down to Earth,
a University ofM issouri-Rolla student
organization, is sponsoring the Rolla
Earth-Day celebration on Sunday,
April 25, at the Miner Recreation
Building, 10th and Bishop streets.
Activities , which are free and
open to the public, will be held from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m.
Members of Down to Earth will
be on hand to sell stickers that, when
Hrett Saunier
placed on non-disposable cups, will
bring reduced prices on drinks at sev- UMR's Down to Earth group takes an active part in Rolla's future
eral Rolla area restaurants. Proceeds Health, the Meramec Regional Planphysics professor Harry Brown, also
from the sale of these stickers helps the ning Commission, U.S. Forest Servwill present information on a number
organization sponsor Rolla Earth Day ice, U.S. Bureau of Mines and the City
of ecological issues such as recycling,
activities.
of Rolla.
composting , recycled products, orGroup scheduled to take part in
ganic farming and environmental
the day's activities include the Ozark
Students of UMR's environ- farming .
Rivers Audubon Society, Food for mental physics class, taught by UMR

SUB: keeping us forever entertained
SUB
Source

Every Thursday in Apr;! , SUB's
Variety Entertainment Committee is
proud to present a new comedian . This
Thursday is CAROLINE RHEA!
Come on out Thursday at 8:00 pm in
Centennial HaU and have a few
laughs! Caroline is from America 's
favorite city ... Canada! She has ap-

peared as a guest host on Comedy
Central's "Short Attention Span Theatre", A&E'S "Caroline 's Comedy
Hour" and MTV' s "Half Hour Comedy Hour"
SHOWING THIS WEEKEND
IN ME 104:
HELLRAISER ill
7 p.m.
RAISING ARIZONA 9p.m.
A strange combination, maybe
but S VB's Films & Video Committee
just wants to "raise" your spirits.
Remember - as always - SUB movies

are free with a valid UMR Student ID
or SUB pass.
As always, EVERYONE is
WELCOME at all SUB committee
meetings. The committee's are already starting to plan for next semester, so come on out and tell them what
you would like to see.
UPCOMING MEETINGS:
WED. Technical Services 7 pm
SUB Office
SUN. Leisure & R~creation 5 pm
SUB Office

Wednesday, April 21, 1993 '
Missouri Miner
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It's Carnival time
at 5:00 in the afternoon, the fraternities and sororities ofUMR
wi ll sponsor games for fun and
SOIUFRCCE
"
enjoyment. For a token fee,
participants may try their luck
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; at a varitey of games of skill
wil l be
Just a reminder to the UMR and chance. There
be won , ~;)d
campus and communi that multiple prizes to
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the event
will be donated to local charities. For more details about the
event, call Jason Boles at 3648968.

val will be held this Friday,
April 23, 1993. The Carnival
will be held at Lion's Club Park
south ofWal-Mart. Beginning

/

in Elko Nevada April 8 through 10, 1993.
The 15th Annual-International Collegiate Mining Competition, was held
When it was over the UMR mens team
Australia.
and
Canada
as
well
as
s
universitie
States
United
It was attended by 13
left to right.Front row 1. Douglas
from
are
team
UMR
the
of
rs
had won the 2nd place in overall competition.Membe
, 3. Paul Sainato.
Konjevich
Matt
2.
young,
Todd
1.
row
Back
Haantz.
Jamie
3.
Heuett,
Chris
Wright, 2.

L.L. C901 J and th e Be lo ve d Katy Mo ffa tt
.' f'

Captain Goatee
Staff Writer

Ok , an opening question: Does
MTV have to play "Black Gold" by
Soul Asylum and "Man on the Moon"
by R.E.M. every time I watch MTV at
2a.m.? ,.. Or maybe I need to ask why
I watch MTV at 2 a.m. instead, eh?

Album Revi ew
Katy M offatt

albwn, l>y. Nfo/ .J.(jd~ or ~e Bloc)<, or
A lot of the songs are
Warrent.
written by studio musicians for every
group. Because of the Philo label and
the overall sound of 111e Greatest
Show on Earth. I get the feel ing that
Katy Moffatt beautiful voice, Unlike
the most recent albums by Mary
Chapin-Carpenter or Nanci Griffi th
(I haven't heard Other voices, Other
Rooms yet), her songs sound loose
and set very naturally. Do major
labels force artists to be radio slick
produced or is it something which just
ends up happening when you get famous? I'm not sure, but what ever it
is, Katy Moffatt hasn' t been ruined
yet.

The Greatest Show on Earth
Philo (1993)
10 goatees
The latest Katy Moffatt is another great folk release from the Philo/
Rounder record .group. Actually, it's
almost more of a country album than
fo lk album. Katy Moffatt' s sound is
something like that of the old Nanci
Griffith albums I've heard. ("She's
Drivin' Home Tonight" fits right in
with Griffith's " Love at the Five &
Dime".) The country sound is defi nitelypresenton some songs , but there
are also songs which are siniply nice,
acoustic narratives.
I have a big problem v.:ith a lot of

a

countrymusicnow ad~ys .ldon'thave

a I:'roblem with the style, but much of
it has the depth and iJ.H~gIi!y,.qf"an

just right
said that Consd ehce was their third. ' added to the songs to add that
,,,' ,~ --.;"
album . I had nev~r heard of a third ' t~ucH.) I """
e
Conscienc
of
off
single
first
The
an
's
~~?
glie
album existing , but I'd
is "Sweet Harmony". The video for
import or something.
Reg ardless of which album Hap- "Sweet Harmony" features Marsh sit'
women
piness was , it put The Belovep on the ting naked with about 10 nude
Haoomess silting around him. Unfortunately, ii
Captain Goatee map.
spawned the small hit " Hello" which is a scene I have a tough lime relating
to
fea tured a name chant before and bet- to, but it is kinda cool cause you get
"natural"
look
who
people
naked
see
Actu"Vogue".
ter th an Madonna ' s
ally, I shouldn ' t even compare it to and not in sexual stances or supermod
out.
a
elled
atures
fe
Beloved
The
.
Madonna
Where was I? Oh yeah , a music
slow, mellow synth pop sound that the
Harpoor material girl would just dies to be review. In addition to "Sweet
mony". Conscience features a number
able to do correctly.
of other great tracks including "Outerspace Girl", " You 've Got Me Think(.!J......
ing", and "1000 Years from Today",
" Up, Up, and Away", or "I Love You
More" from Happiness, but Conscience is still a decent album.
~ans of older D~peche Mode or
Informati on Society who are 100Ring
for a mellow alternative will go crazy
for The Beloved. Sometimes the
backup singers sound out of place, but ,
on the whole , Conscience by The Beloved goes down like Cool Whip Conscience fmd s The Beloved smooth and sweet. (Do I get bon us
Th e Belove d
point for that line?)
with pretty much the same sound as
Happiness. This is a good thing, I
Conscience
must say. Marsh hasn't succumbed to
Atlantic (1993)
the techno thump beat. I think I had
8 goatees
almost forgotten what simple synth L.L. Cool]
Jon Marsh has put together an- pop songs sounded like. Soft bass
14 Shots to the Dome
other solid dance pop album . I was a lines, light percuss ives, .and sprinkled
Jam/Columbia/Sony (1993)
Def
s
Marsh'
with
mixed
notes
high
The
huge fan of the last alborn by
back-up 7 goatees
Beloved , Happiness . At least, (be- smooth voice. A chorus' of
~ are.. ... _.; , __~~. ~,?a~~t ~~~~~j4
lieve it was theii-Ias~. ( ~?'Pf fll}. ~TV , , singeJ~ .~1 .~?Il!;" s;,~ .~ f ,v~<?!in.

and hope. "A-Little Love
is a Dangerou s Thing" and "Better Let
Her' Run" are both classic sounding,
upbeat country tunes. I'm sure they
could get some country radio airplay if
Philo would market them. " Amelia' s
Railroad Flat" features harmonica , lap
guitar, and a Johnny Cash "boom
chieka boom" beat.
I really love this album. At first
I was a bit scared off by the country
sound of a few of the tracks, but after
a couple of listens, I didn ' t even notice. (I get scared off because of what
commercial country has done.) If
you're a country/fol klsinger-songwriter fan, I w')uld suggest you fmd a
copy of Katy Moffatt' s The Greatest
Show on Earth as soon as poss ible. It
will definitely get pl ayed on the
Captain Goatee show on KMNR 89.7 ,
3-6 p.m. every Friday. (If you can' t
find it in stores, try wri ting to: Ka ty
Moffatt World Headquart ers, P.O.
Box 334, O ' fallon, Ill inois 62269).
~ddreams

j

Albu m Review
The linIe track, "The Greatest
Show on Earth", compares the reality
oflife and love to being in the spotlight
of a circus act. Likewise , "Thi s Heart
Stops for Railway Crosses". "The
Evangeline Hotel" , "Bom with a Broken Wing", and "Billy Collins" are all
:,l?fa~t i.f,>.Jlj fJ\ky r.ar;pitjYle j'~41J i~ipg

Albu m Review
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Softball team finishes conference games
Teresa Dickenso n
StalT Writer

The UMR Lady Miners softball
team was able to squeeze in five games
during the week of April 12-16 even
Photographs
though there was a threat of bad
not
weather. On the 12th the team played
host to Columbia College in a doubleavailable
header that they split. The fust game
was a 3-0 loss in which the Lady
Miners could only manage two hits in
the game, a pair of singles by Teri .
Marvich and Jenny Crede.
The second game for UMR was
Dyan Risher
more pleasant as the team recorded an
Women's Softball
exciting 5 -4 victory. The Lady Miners
jumped out to an early lead in the third
----------~-___i inning when Dyan Risher led off
with
This week's M-CLUB Athlete of a double and then scored
on an error.
the week is Dyan Risher, a senior co- Later in the inning, Stephanie
Ingalls
captain of the UMR Lady Miner soft- scored on an RBI single by
Christy
ball team. Thus far this season through Cheeley. UMR added two more
runs
25 games, Dyan has compiled some in the fourth inning when
Mary
very impressiv e stats. She is leading Rohrback er walked, Risher singled,
the team in hining with a .443 average. and Marvich scored both
runners with
She has 35 hits with 4 doubles, 5 a single. The Lady Miners final
run
triples, and I dinger. Dyan has scored came in the futh inning when
Crede
20 times and knocked in 12 runs. She led off with a double and then scored
has walked 6 times, stolen 10 of 12 on an RBI singl~ by Kristan
King.
bases, and has only struck out once in Offensive ly, Risher went 2 for
4,
79 at bats! This comes out to a .658 Cheeley 2 for 3 with I RBI, and
Marvslugging percentag e and a .506 on base ich I for I with 2 RBI's. On
the
percentag e. Congratul ations Dyan mound, Rohrback er went the distance
and keep it up throughou t the rest of to gain the victory.
the season!
The team traveled to Bolivar on
April 13th for their remaining confer-

ence games but ended up having a
disappoin ting day. In the first game,
UMR played a good game against Pitt
St. (24-3) but came up short in a 3-0
decision. The Lady Miners could
manage only three hits during the

Unfortuna tely, Mo. Southern erupted
for eight runs in the next three innings
to take home an 8· I victory. At the
.plate, Marvich went I for 2, Cheeley 3
for 3, and King 2 for 2 with an RBI.
In the final game on the day, the

After SB U took a 4-1 lead, the Lady
Miners came back to score two runs in
the sixth inning when Risher singled
and Marvich followed with a walk.
After Crede singled, Risher scored on
an RBI single by Che.eley and Marvich
scored on an RBI single by King . SBC
came back with another run in the
seventh inning to take the victory.
Offensive ly, Ingalls went 2 for 4.
As of April 13th, the Lady Miners
were still atop some of the statistics in
theMIAA . As a team, UMR currently
ranks seventh in hitting with a .284
average,. seventh in pitching with a
2.23 ERA, and eighth in fielding with
a .924 fielding percentag e.

Br•• S.unier

Stepbanie IngaUs crOS!!e5 tbe plate for anotber M.iner run
game, three singles by Risher, Marvich, and Stephanie Ingalls.
In the second game, the Lady
Miners jumped out to an early lead
against Mo. Southern in the third inning when Marvich singled and later
scored on an RBI single by King.

Lady Miners played Southwes t Baptist University to a close game but
came up short again, this time by a
score of 5-3. UMR jumped out to an
early lead in the first inning when
Risher singled , stole second, and
scored on a groundout by Marvich.

Individual ly, Dyar. Risher leads
the conferenc e in tripies with 5 in 2i
games. Sheis also third in stolen bases
with 12 and sixth in hitting with a .424
average. On the mound. Jenny Crede
leads the conferenc e in strikeouts witl-.
a 5.66 average. She is also tent h 1:-.
ERA with a 1.82 ERA in 13 games. ar,':
thirteenth in victories . Also in tr.e
pitching stats is Troci Keen who ;;
eighth in strikeouts with a 3.5 a\'er~ge
and Mary Rohrback er who is thir·
teenth in both ERA with a 1.94 ERA U-.
JO games and strikeouts wi th a 2.S 5
average.
Congratul ations to Dyan Rishe:
who was named MIAA Hilter of the
Week for March 29-April 5. Dyan
balled .571 for the week wi th 3 runs. :
RBI's, and 3 triples . Nice job Dyan:

1993 is year 'o f milestones for major league baseball
Martin Gugel
StalT Writer

Kaline into 16th place and 18 to pass
Cardinal great Lou Brock into 15th
place. Winfield needs 134 to reach the
coveted 3,000 mark.

The 1993 Major League Baseball
season will see many players reach
career milestones . Expect to hear
plenty about Dave Winfield, Eddie
Murray, and Nolan Ryan, among others, this season. Here is a partial listing
of possible achieveme nts for 1993:

RBI's:
Winfield needs 103 RBI's to pass
Frank Robinson into 12th place. Murray needs 38 to reach 1,600. Brett
needs to drive'in 80 runs this season to
reach 1,600. Dawson needs 75 to reach
1,500.

Home Runs:

Pitching Wins:
Nolan Ryan, in his last season in pro
ball, needs 6 wins to pass Don Sutton
into 11thplace , 8 to pass John Clarkson into 10th place, and 11 to pass
Steve Carlton into ninth. Not bad for
an old man, eh?

Dave Winfield needs 18 to reach
450. Eddie Murray also needs 36 to
reach450. Andre Dawson needs only 1
to reach 400. Dale Murphy needs 2 to
reach 400 round-trip pers. Carlton Fisk
needs 25 to reach 400.
.

Hill:
Robin Yount needs 29 to pass Rod
Carew into 13th place, 57 to pass Cap
Anson into 12th, and 118 to pass Paul
Waner into 11th. Kansas City favorite,
George Brett needs 3 hits to pass Al

~:

Ryan needs 32 K's to reach 5,700.
He already holds the career record,
and it's pretty safe to say that no one's
gonna come close to reaching that
number fDl' a 10000ng time. Jack

Morris needs 25 to reach 2 ,300.
Charlie Hough, who has found second life with the Marlins, needs 28 to
reach 2,200.
Dennis Eckersley ,
Oakland's Save Master, needs 82 to
reach 2,200. Not quite 5,000, but not
too shabby ... (Like Eck is gonna have
trouble getting into the Hall of F.a me
anyway ... )

As for how the young season is
shaping up so far for Missouri's f!Dest,
to borrow from Dickens, it is the best
of times; it is the worst of times in this
tale of two cities.

.their embarrasi ng plunge from midseason on. Joe Magrane looked great
in his fust start, as have the rest of the
staff. The only question is . can the
Cards keep this up until OClOber'?

If you are a Kansas City Royals
The SI. Louis Cardinals are look- fan, may I offer my
condolenc es. The
ing extremely sharp in the early going, Royals seem to be
heading IOwards
due in great part to the hot-hitting duplicatin g their horrable
start of last
Manager's Victories:
Geronimo Pena and Mr. RBI, Greg season. Last year,
K.C. started out ISparky Anderson needs 15 wins
Jefferies. At the time this story was 16; this season
they are 1-8. (Has
to pass Leo 'The Lip" Durocher into
penned, the Cards held a 6-2 record somebody checked
to see if anybody is
sixth place.
and were tied for second place with the
still registering a pulse in the Royal;'
Pittsburg.P irates, one game behind the clubhouse
?) One bright spot. if that's
Lee Smith, bullpen savior for the . Philadetph ia Phillies. The
Redbirds,
possible, is that a lot of these gal11<S
Redbirds, recently picked up the save
PhiJlies, and Bucs are trying to show ' were one-run
affairs or games that the
that put him in the number one posithe rest of MLB that the NL East is
Royals were nevertotal ly ou t of. Ld s
tion for career saves. He and Jeff
defmately not "Least". All three have just
say that K.C. is de rmate I)' missing
Reardon will be battling it oilt for that
put together their fme records by
the ba,ts of Jim Eisenreich and Greg
spot all season.
soundly having their way with NL Jefferies.
Jefferies' four home runs
West teams.
with the Cards probably look awfully
The Colorado Rockies and the
good to the Royals right about now.
Horida Marlins each need more than
St. Louis has a different look from
Eisenreich and the Phillies aren't
70 victories to surpass the best record last season. Gone, for now
anyway,
doing too shabby either. Have heart.
put up in an expansion team in its fust are the frequent baserunni ng blunders
though. The season is young and there
year. The Los Angeles Angels were and lack of RBI punch that
cost them
are plenty more gaines left to lose-- I
70-91 in 1961.
. )
the Clivisi6n laSt
when'
.

..
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Don't' forget to.keep the Evil Rock of Water happy, Wooden
and mud came out of its jagged edges
smoothly and turned the water black.
E.T. Clavi n
Wooden took it with his band as they
Staff Writer
walked into the depths of its sanctuary.
It did not like Wooden taking if from
its place .
The water began to rise slowly. it
It sat where it had sat for the past
four thousand years . except for the was just above their knees when they
occasional rocking from the water. Its had come in but now it was up to their
home was dark and wet. its seat of stomachs. Wooden and his band de·
mud. The bats that took to its home in cided they should begin on their jour·
the last hundred years or so did not ney back out since it had taken them
bother it. but lately there have been almost cwo hours to get where they
others in its sanctuary. people. The were. The water began to rise more
first came about cwenty years ago. quickly and they rushed to get out
carrying fl ashlights. running twine They came to the place of the low ceilbehind them. One had even stop right ing and the water was up to theirnecks.
next to it and sprayed yellow paint their heads knocking off the sleeping
above it. ' J.] . 1973'. it read. Then bats.
Wooden and his band stop just
Wooden did not seem to notice it at all
as he took his band past. talking inside the hole above the water and
loudly. scaring the bats. disrupting its rested. He looked at his watch to find
sanctuary.
it had only taken them forty-five minFinally it was noticed. Wooden utes to get back . Wooden looked at the
had slipged in the mud and as he put treasure that he had brought back. It
his hand out to steady himself. he came was a rock in the shape of a small
to rest upon it. Wooden lOOked at it in horses skull with jagged edges around
wonder and curiosity. blowing on his the eyes and down the nose. His band
scraped hands. Wooden pulled inout had changed into clean. dry clothes
of its four millennium place or're\ t'and . and they began the cold w'alk back to
stared at it deeply. Wooden turned it their cars.
over several times and then dUrlJ<ed it
Wooden put it up on his dresser
in the water to wash it off. The sludge and forgot about it until the next day.

It had decided to test Wooden . the
pipes in the attic burst and began
flooding the house. Wooden came
into the house and found a small water
fall on the front stairs and the other
guys in the house standing around
looking at it in amazement. Wooden

~~i~~t~::a:S;~~:d~:t:~i:~O~:;

It thought to itself now he understands what I can do. he better not
falter. Falter he does not for if he
would terrible things might happen.
Nexllimeyou see Wooden on campus.

'Aii ··'\f·~· ~ ~. ~!" .~, ~.~

thank him for keeping the Evil Rock of
Water happy with beer and candles
because he holds the faith of the town
in his hands.

••

~.~~ ···J~H~ ,~rf'

~:;;s :~St:;~c:o;::r~~::~r~:d~iS 'i.'.~ ~E~Jg~@~~i~~~mQ?~~~~~;;~~;~jf~~~:
:

sllrtlfu~r? The'~ff,ip·ic6f Srud~n~ Affa~~p~dspu~~nts ~otkili~~;;iikpu~:

He didn 'tknow why. but Wooden :

II

§:~~if~~~~§~~f: t~~~f~i.~~~~~~lf~~

C

pi

a rock could be responsible for such a
thing. but th at was the way he felt.
Wooden went and bought a black
• • • • • .• ,• .~ - .• :,-,-::! ~, • .'.~ , ~" .• ! . • ,. ~ •• •• ,- - :, ~ • ~ • ,.
candle and placed it on the broad part
of what would be a nose and lit it. For
over a week he did this. making sure
there was always acand le IiI. After the
""",',
PI~za~om 9:.? 0 am to 3:30pm Satur-.
,
~~J.
:
fIrst week. he decided he was being ir•
Society of Women '
'This Event is designed ,to en-.
rational and stopped thi s 'ritu al. ' Two
"
Engineers " ' ,
.
., coUrage Rolla ' area· students to be-.
days later the rains carne: hard. end,
.
SOUR<;:E
come interested 'in ·engineering .and.
less. Everywhere the town was gettin g
. ....
ii:lat~d fi~lds thIo~h con!is!J in-._
flooded . Wooden decided he beller at
"The u~i~ii~it96f ;Mi~10Uri: volvmg sCIence and technology. '.
least try the rock again. This time he
For more mfO/mation centact:
put ~o~e bee~ in one ~f'the'~ye holes as . RollaSchool of Engi;;~eringtfu~ the " '
well as another candle. The rains stop
in a maller of hours.
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Get a rise with SUB, see "Hellraiser" and "Raising Arizona"
- .,.

This week SUB is proud to announce two very special and touching
movies for those fools in Lakeview # I
(for my convenience and to protect the
innocent (ha!), I will refer to them as ~.-.- - ...,
~::. ...
--Mr. Grey and Mr. Green.). Usually ~-. -~.
these two keep very active by doing
such activities as: Looking for Goatmen. eating. being charter members
and officers of the Squishy Pig organization. sleeping. and stealing Christmas trees. They are also very involved
on campus (green. grey-think about
it!) And what do these fit, brilliant.
community leaders want to see shown
on campus? Why. Hellraiser ill and
Raising Arizona of course!
First due to the order that
movies where printed on my film
poster. it seams that we will be showing Hellraiser ill fJl'S1. So for Mr.
Green (the horror expert) this one' s for
you! The Cenobytes are back: and
Pinhead is pissed. so he decides to take bY.I..._=..;;;l*.=_..L,...I_d..,;;;,;..;;;:....;;.:..;_-:~....,__a vacation with some friends in New happy and touching family movie. and $1 .99 per call. This will give Mr.
York or somewhere. This is the sec- This will comfon poor old Mr. Green Green a new 900 number to call for
ond sequel to Clive Barker's original after that little Barcerrolla thing. By once.
Second is Mr. Grey 's favorite
Hellraiser based off the book ~ the way if you wish to speak to Mr.
Restless Heart. With some new spe- Pinhead . there is a Hellraiser m hot film: Raising Arizona (he hasn' t ,,!cialeffectsandacatchynewtitle"Hell . line: Dial 1- 900-454-HELL. and re- turned my videotape in a month). This
on Earth" this is sure to be anothe~_ •._memberyou must be 10 0roiderto call is one of those must-see films because

-

'"

: ~~.f- '

watch Hi. Gayle and his brother. Glen
and his family . Nathan Arizona. Lennerd Smalls. and little Nathan Jr. as
they all make Mr. Grey laugh and for
a minute make him forget about that
little hepatitis thing. "Trapped. why
do you use the word trappea?" "Since
the gun wasn't loaded I am forced to
release you on your own recognizes."
"Well. which is it youngster. ifI'm to
stay frozen. I can't rightly move . And
ifn I drop to the ground I'd be in
motion." This movie will begin at nine
o·clock. in the p.m. Friday and Saturday in ME 104.
As always remember to bring
your student 10 or SUB pass or we will
Also

104 will be under manial lay by the
ftlms and video committee so don 'ttry
to bring your date from SMSU orMU Columbia. Four posters will in some
::;:;;;:;,J~.Ji,;~~~........u,;:..;."",;.,I way be given out during this movie.
it is movie with everything you could I'll keep you posted (HA HA HA HA
ever want in it. cool quotes like "Son. uh. ;lhem) on that one. And sorry about
you got a panty on yo·head .... big that lillie problem with the Unforgiven
fights in mobile homes . lard hair gel. on Easter weekend. I uh. forgot what
and a rabbit eating a grenade. H.1. week it was .
McDunnis nowafamilymanandmust
feed and protect his family unit . Come

l
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Nolan Ryan enters final season

tlen

theEvilRockof
:.r and candles
l Ith of the town

'I •• ••

inning. All five were broken up with
one out, and Mike Schmidt, Reggie
Jackson, Dick Allen, Nelson Liriano (
a household name if there ever was)

Martin Gugel
StafT Writer

Texas Ranger Nolan Ryan begins
his fmal major leag ue season this year
and leaves fans with decades of memories. The Ryan Express, in his record
27th season and the last for the Rangers in Arlington stadium, currently has
5,668 strikeouts , seven no-hitters, and
319 wins. However, those are not the
only noteworth y events that have occurred in the 46-year-o ld's career.
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In 1987, Ryan became the only NL
pitcher to lead the league in ERA
(2.76) and strikeouts (270) and not win
the Cy Young award, mostly because
an anemic offense left him 8- 16. He
narrowly missed the AL Cy Young in
1973. fmishing second to Jim Palmer
despite his 21-16 record, 2.87 ERA
and a major league record 383 K's.
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UMR Sum me r Camps
UMR
Source

M-Club Athlete M-Club Athlete

A not-so-illu strious mark, he h as
given up eight grand slams in his career, one shy of the career record held
by three players: Jerry Reuss, Milt
Pappas and Ned Garver.

of the Week

He has had 14 seasons with more
than 200 strikeouts . He blew away
more than 300 batters in six seasons.
But with the heater comes the occasional streaks of wildness. Ryan has
led the majors in wild pitches six
times. He has thrown 274 wild
pitches, one of the 52 major league
records he owns or shares.

participan ts. AU2ust 8-10' Team
camp, withprice sof$IIO for residents
and S80 for commuters. A $ 100 deposit per team is required. For more
informatio n on any girls basketball
camp, contact Linda Roberts at (314)
341-4105.

Ifyou gets the chance, try to see the
Ryan World Tour when it rolls through
Kansas City this season. His fastball
may not consistent ly have the same
pop it used to, and he takes his knocks
a little more often than in the past, but
he is still Hall of Fame material and a
delight to watch pitch. And who
knows? The Ryan ExpIess may just
have one more no-hitter in that golden
arm of his .. .

of the Week

Photographs
not
available

Despite his great major league
success , Ryan won just 24 games in the
minor leagues. He could have had
another for Williamsp ort in 1966, but
he was called up to the majors in the
middle of the game. Ryan immediately left the ballpark in the sixth inning with-wh at elso- a no-hitter in
progress.

Ryan has pitched in only one
World Series, making a relief appearance of all things, during Game 3 in
1969 against Baltimore. He got the ·
save for the Mets in that game. Ryan
pitched in three more playoffs, but
never made it back to the World Series.
and Dave Bergman got the hits. In
those five games, Ryan wound up with
A sidenoic to his seven no-hitters, three victories, one loss and
one noRyan has lost five no-no' s in the ninth decision.
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Photographs
not
availab le

Brian Haggard
Men's Golf

Leta Thomas
Women', Track &. Field

This week' s M-CLUB Athlete of
the week is Brian Haggard of the UMR
Golf team. During the UMR MinerRamada Inn Invitational Brian shot
tworound sof75 for an overall score of
150. This was good enough to allow
Brian to tie for second place in the
tournamen t. Congratul ations Brian
and good luck with the rest of the
season!

This week's M-ClubA thleteofth e
week is Leta Thomas, a member of
UMRWom en'sTrack andFieldt eam.
On March 27, at the Washingto n University Meet in St.Louis Leta had a
very good day. Along with taking first
place in both the 100m and 200m
dashes, she fmished third in the 1.ong
Jump. This is the second time this
semester that Leta has been Athlete of
the Week. Congratul ations once again
Leta!

............. .................. .............. .;.
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Rolla, Mo.- The university of
Missouri- Rolla will host eight camps
Soccer Camps (June 13-17); Open · .·•.'• . .
.• •e·p·. :·.·a·.•·.•. .·.'T
·..B
w
. :'han.e·y•t.•o··y.e.,·• ····• L:·W
···•.i·e,.giS·. .illrharttrun
··p.·•.l.•as
·.I·.i.a· .· ·'.ty.g.i::.·•.!. •.· .·et.•.•llas
.· .·!.·.S
·.,·.·.·.··I.t.•. '.e.•. ••·a·.F
.•·U.. ··.i· .·ne··.s··.•••. •••·.• .• •.
on campus this summer beginning to children ages 6-10.
.
Prices are $55
.
.
'
Monday, June 7. Six of the camps are per person if registered
.
prior to April
being sponsored by the UMR Athletic 30.or$65 after that
·thei{sea- · are faced wi!hnot nllling
date. June 27 -July . Arena in .
Departme nt, while the other two are .!;, Open to children ages 11-15.
Prices
;ok;Jate . (WJibn th~sclied~i~~as if.theycaciio(~at Tampa
J:lay: ri~' ~i~~ii'Ai~ib~~~.~J~~~ iep~Sh
sponsored by outside agencies.
are $55 per person if registered prior to
April 30, or $65 after that date. For
hi
The summer camps at UMR for
more informatio n for any ·soccer heads o( Blues fans ;'bout~ow
the}ast tradem~ ofBlu~s teams
1993 are as follows :
••·~sl••.iB~ r.neOt·.t lI
l?uS]tl!h.·s~Ullg.rhe.·m·.·Tfuams
. O.Uas~hoanlel
camp, contact Eric Swanbeck at \\,.:eek .of the h ockey ¥easgnw ould '.. Sutter was notalw~y under B rain. ;·• •o··f'···•.thi
s presentth h
u
shape up. Mo.s t of the fans believed year . . Even the most talented
(3 14)341-41 02.
t~amsjn
·· ofthe~ostpopular ~eletniti'd~ · in SI.
Joe Miner SPOrts Camp (June 7that !he end of the hoc.k ey s~hedule the NHL, of which ,the Blues
·arenot. ·.l.ou·is; · ) fJans dnpuC~p •. ~ith .his
Open to all childIen entering
Boys B asketball Camps (June 20 grades 3-9 , the camp will feature a 21t.Open to
boysages 9-15 . Prices are
variety of activi ties daily. Prices are
$ 195 for residents, $ 135 for commut$55 per person, or $45 per person for ers. August 3-7
: Team camp, wi th
families with two or more particithe expansion Lightning would only the shoulders' of-the B lues
prices of $ l lOfor residentsa nd $80 for
' captain; I)would happen if he could . lead the
pants. Fore more information (includbolster the B lues point total and possi- Brett Hull. .
commuter. For informatio n on any
.";'Blues' in .an upset of Chicago in the
ing necessary equipmen t), please conboys bas ketball camp, contac t Dale
bly even boost them ahead of .[)etrpit
"~.'.'
····playoffs . .. The .seasonsur e didn't tum
tact the UMR athletic office at (31 4)
Martin at (314) 34 1-4 101.
and Chicago in the race rof home ice
It is Hull aro~~;w.hci~bs\ o.(!h~ } ~g~s most BIl!es f';;'s ;'ould
34 1-41 75.
have
l\d~8f!tage. Yes. that'£··.ho~ . w.~ ••••• ·• Blues' cbntiovei$i~i\4!ii:etceniere;V{
expected but a fe w magical playoff
Football Camp (June 27-30): open planned it anyway . In acnialj!y;"~~~@ ¢is year. It the ialest d~ba~le,
Htill · J~Om<;ll.ts and a rare smile on the
Girls B asketball Camps (June 7- to boys entering
Blues. game versus Tampa.~~~Y;ilth~<)W;;"as acc used by an anonymou
grades 9-12. Prices
s team- Golden Brett's face would, go a long
.ll.LOpen to girls entering grades 5-9.
are $ 140 for residents, $90 for commost'mportant game of.the.F~:f~....'" m ate of not .always working hard
way ..tOwards turning St ... LOuis into a
Prices are $50 per ;Jerson , or $40 per mu ters . For
the always cont roveCSlal·••. St.)I;:?~s · enough game m. and game
more informatio n,contact
out. Hull ho<;keY;to wn. at leas t for i'art of the
person for families with two or more Jim Anderson
Blues. a loss to the Lightiliilg CQuld took this as a personal
at (3 14) 34!-4957.
attack and summer.
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Greek Week Gods .

MIKE FRIDLEY

~

KEN MARTINEZ

BRIAN CHRIST

MARTY VOSS

MATT SCHAEFER

; .....

... ;

f· '1 ....

ZEUS

EANNcNEILL

DIONYSUS

KOTTUS

B

THE MINER STAFF IS SORRY THAT THERE ARE NO WRITE UPS ON THE GODS OR QUEEN DUE TO THE FACT THA' lNF;V);;

............
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MATT LEAP

GLEN GRAHAM

JOHN DORN

APPOLLO

HERMES

HEPHAESTUS

MIKE DOVE

CHRIS SCHEIBLHOFER

BRIAREUS

DAD

: NEVER RECEIVED THEM FROM A MEMBER OF IFC.

SHEILA CONNORS

ATHENA
MANAGEING EDITOR
JEFF LACA VICH
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PINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
WINTER 1993

341"

The f i na l examination pe riod will be gin Monday, May 10, 1993, at 7:30 a.m., and
end at 5 : 30 p.m., Friday , May 14, 1993. Common finals a re scheduled for those
courses listed in Section II below . Room assignments fo r common finals will be
announced by the ins tructors.

KE~~

lOIlW

DOl]

AGE.

The cour ses not covered in Sections I. II. and III are to be arranged by the
i nstructor i n cooperation with the students i n that course.

S2JO

flllll

I . Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening session dur i ng final
week. Eve ning courses are those cours es beginning after 5:30 p . m.
II.

4SJJ,.

!;;ommQn FinA!s i nclude ALL SECTIONS.
B Eng 50, 150
B Eng 110
B Eng 120
CSci 73, 228
EE 63
EM 160
Hi st 175, 176
Math 8
Math 204
Math 21 , 21H,22
ME 208
ME 211
ME 219
ME 240" 242
ME 280
Phys 23, 24
Pol Sc i 90

341·~

Monday
Wednesda y
Fr i day
Friday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Friday
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday

III. Regu l ar F~nAl§
Firs t Weekly Cla ss
Meeting Ii,me

1 : 00-3 : 00
7:30-9:30
7 : 30-9:30
7 : 30-9 : 30
7 : 30- 9:30
7 : 30-9 : 30
7 : 30-9:30
1 : 00- 3 : 00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9 : 30
7 : 30- 9:30
1 : 00-3:00
7: 30-9:30
7:30-9 : 30
7 : 30-9:30
1:00- 3:00
7:30-9 : 30

2lB1i

2Km,

Final J1;xam Time

1Bll'J

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30
11 : 30
12 : 30
1:30
2 : 30

Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Fri day
Tuesday
Friday

3:30-5:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3 : 00
10:00-12 : 00
1:00-3 : 00
10:00-12 : 00
3:30-5:30
1:00-3:00

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

8 : 05 or 8:30
9 : 30
10:30
11 : 05 or 11:30
12:30
1:30 or 2 : 05

Thursday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday

10 : 00-12:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
3:30-5:30

UJJSt

10'1'"
l y""
S40.OIl

364-27'
,Ask!or

Per
1i
S,

According to the Manual of Information all requests to change the final schedule
be cause o f conf licts or having three or mor e examinations scheduled on one day
" are t o be made i n the Reg i strar's Of fice at least o ne week be f ore t he begi nning
of the f i nal exami nat i on week" (Friday , April 30) .
'

QUALITY CLEANERS

-j' Our local ownership helps us to

, *Expert Cleaning *Reasonably Priced
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, MO 65401

~
SCIENCE FICTION • FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES
1014 Pine St. Phone 3644301

without all the faults.

-m
•

PheIPS

• COlln ly
Bonk

6th & Pine ' Rolla

5 Jelfe.son · 51. James
J6.H201

Phelps Counly B'.llk can serve you
i lC l lt! r iJcc;"lu sc the ha ll i s al ways III
QUI' cou rt. As nn employee-owned
hank , we can 1lI;.kc d.oci!.iolls
quiekly and dTcCli\'c ly-wc ,Ircll"
tied down to lots of policil!s from
¥ h c; u l qllarters~ ,

When }'uu

h:'\'I'

a IIUe!:i lion ;l1Il1 wall I ttl talk 10 lhe
OW lle r, any unc uf our em pluyee·
oW llc rs can help. Wc're rcady to
sen·c}'ou.

n

W,

,you betterNo
To
Bin

In l

-5:30
-9:30
-3:00
-12:00
-3:00
-12:00
-5: 30
-3:00

-12:00
-12:00
-5 :30
-12:00
-5:30
-5:30

tter-

..

\ : \ .,.
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GLASER,

MOVING SELL_

A RIDE ?CANI HAVE YOUR HAT'I PLEASE I

MUST SELL BEFORE MAY!!

I'LL BE GOOD LJTI1.E GIRL.

DA YfONA CREW,

- CAN I HAVE A DRINK? CAN I GO FOR '

SANYO 2S-INCT.V.

Who would have thought T and A would

LAURA'S NO. II Woooo l

ASKING S225 - MAKE OFFER

stop by more often and much on the food you've
got stashed.

give the world 2 presidentsl What next? I get a
girlfriend or something.

BEAN,

BRAND NEW C0NITI10N !I

Hope you guys are gening enough sl eep.
(Remember,l ights out at 10:001 ) I'U be sure to

Yo Tex,

Holly

time and see the ocnew" room arrangement I did

you ' re on my Jilil of people to write to,

last semester.

ready ...

Helpfuillint 119706:

Nat:

GLASER,

WAYLAN,
HIT ON ANY 16 YG:"R OLDS LATELY? .
HAVE YOU GIVEN A DAWG THE
DAYfONA CREW
_BONE YET?

HANDLES40WATIS
ASKING i l25 - MAKE OFFER
PHONE ANSWERING MACHINE

DAWG P01J.ND
PETER PAN PICOLET,

ASKING S5P -,MAKE OFFER
EASY GuDER WORKOUT

GET ANY GOOD MAIL LATELY?

MACHINE - NEVER USED!!
. ASKING S5P - MAKE OFFER

THANKS TO ALL WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED BLUE CONSTRUCTION PAPER TO

THE DA YfONA POUCE LATELY?

BOOKCASE· MUST SELL"

DAYfONA CREW

341-8033
BtJITRlCH,

KENWOOD A1V RECEIVER

ORDERED A WONDER BED YET?

100 WATIS PER CHANNEL
DOLBY SURROUND SOUl'<TI

know who to trust.

is still talking back to me ...

Sandy:

SaM:

DAWGPOUND

GOTTEN ANY WAKE UP CALLS FROM

ARGUE WITH ANYBODY IN DAYTONA?

S 250 FIRM

gether sometime ...

SORRY FOR THE INCONVENIENCE, BUT
THERE CAN BE NO ADMITTANCE TO THE
DA WG
POUND
WITHOUT
DA WG

MISSING: One R.A. who plays bagpipes. An·
swers to "Mike" or "Hey! You with the dress ' "

TAGS ...(SORRY DRE', MAYBE NEXT YEAR)

341-84 17

DAWG POUND MANAGEMEI'<,

What happened to-the Chancell or?

Hey 5-South:

Dr. Demp:

gel a lot of dates.

Nice job painting the tunnel. I bet you guys

WE LIKED THE COOKIE STORY!
DAWGPOUND

look at in this way- as RHA Co-Chair
you won' t get any grief about the minutes any
more ...

LORD KILUAN OFTHE REDS ... I;>'IUFF

HOMER,
SAID

ABCDEFG

4 Sale, Car Speakers

.-

Am & CLEM (DUM & STooPUD)' '
PLEASE SAY YOU FORGOT TO COME
.
BAcK FROM THE GREYHOUND STATION
11'1 MEMPHIS

~arty's

Top Ten Stories About His, qast

~

t

10 speed Murray Mountain Bike

MR. 3 OUT OF 12 IN PHYS 24

5 years old

$40.00

WHY DIDN'T YOU TELL ME YOU

364-2747

DIDN'T STUDY FOR THE PHYS
BURN BEFORE I COPIED OFF YOU!?
PS·. JERKOFFI

.Ask for Jim

Shee-hee:
Rick:

10.

Fell out of a basement window.

8.

Forgot parachute when jumped off stone

7.

FeU off Merry-Go-Ro und at K-Mart.

6.

They don' t call me "Safety Hazard" for

Tune is a flowing two-dimensional plane
Stretching further in all directions

Slipped on rubber ducky gening out of bath

DU-ME,
WANT SOMEBODY TO READ IT FOR

For if we leave. we do not live

YOU?

Some sit and enjoy the ride
Others run and try to catch up or get ahead
without avail

GlASER .
WE HATE YOU & SNOW

No matter our approach, we are all forced

DAYTONA CREW

To follow its lead if we wish to stay alh'C'
b~aches

In this tw~dimeru:ional plane of time in

Tony Spumoni :

Overheard in 1153

You may be awesome at volleyball, and
pretty good at bridge, and okay at pool, but you
suck at ping-pong!

1)
2)

BEA U,

YOU KNOW HOWl AM ON CAR RIDES,
THE SANDMAN GOT ME.

''Woody again?"
"What happened to the schroeder come

Jello-wrestling accident.

3)

3.

Found outhisHP48 SX is smaller than him.

4)

''What's wild again?"

Lost SO cents in a Pepsi machine.
She 's was an acrobat, man!

5)

"Oh, goody. Pink Floyd .....

Top 10 E.E Prof. 's response to D.C's Questions
10.

"Save it for office."

I thinkeh not. Get rid of it.

9.

''Wrong class."

8.

"Drink. the oil &.Iet me know."
"No more questions, please!"

6.

Start crying.

5.

Throw chalk &. erasers at him.

4.

'11's already been covered in detail."

3.

''Leave me alone."

2.

"Huh?"

1.

'1 don ' t know."

Miss me?

MAKE ANY FRIENDS THE LAST
NIGIIT AT DA YfONA?

Kim,

DETER

D.&L.

GALSER,
BOOGA

Y ABBA

Emily,

-God

Congra~

on joining Zeta, you are a way

cool pledgel
What happened to the TJ. Late-Night Pool-Playing Club?

Helpful Hint 14439:
If the weather's nice, go outside!

Paul,
You have too many buttons on that hat!

F U BAR
in

Otristy,
1)

for laughing hystcriaUy at my-pain.

I do NOT suck solar circuits

2)

for slamming me and making me w~ it in.

(or other things)!

3)

for translating your cryptic scribble*wnt

4)

for lenin, me iiS1m to The Hunt for Red

5)

for admining I'm a nice auy.

Hang in there ...

OOGA

YBS

Thanks , Kend .....

HOMER,

GOOllA

Get psyched for sardines!! I

Rolla

DAYfONA CREW

GO BUY A BIB!

S.M,

ZLAM.
To All TJHA MembmDost thou really need the Film Committee?

7.

Send me a postcard or something ...

'7ake him! Take himl He's bluffing'"

TlJTIeRider

HOMER,

Kris:

back?"

Than our eyes, memory, or imagination

can comprehend

anything with it ...

2.
1.

(Even older than that fossil Vicki.) Then again,
they say you get better as you get older...

it'll take ten years before you can acturally do

nothing I

4.

HOMER LOSASIMPSON
ENOUGH SAID

We must live upon this plane

on yourwaytoag reatsystem. Atthi sl'1lte, though,

tub.

HOW 'S BIG BIRD DOING?

Good lord! I didn't know you were so old!
Now that you've got that hard drive. you're

henge .

DU-ME,

VASTNESS OF TIME

The Easter Bunny's got a bad attitude this

9.

5.

Personals

Show me a sine wave, babyl

you have? Bum those suCkeri,' for God 's sake!

~

year.

DA YfONA CREW

Fo·r. Sale;

~ lick~ck :

You know that tape collection of old music

..(,.~

Call Scott at 341-3702

Lees:
.;:. "! . "Can. 1 borrow yow sci-fi disco CD?

Adm. Kyper:

,;
DAWGPOUND
____ ___ -''-''"-=-'---'~~-_'',,...-~''---''~\>q - ... ::,'7
":' -

2 JBL 12 inch Subwoofm S 150

Touch my monkey.

If you're stickin ' around this swruner, don't
forgel to stop by and bother me.

ROCK,

Robbie ,

Snees:

If found , please return to room 670.

DAYfONA CREW

F1.ITON ASKING SPO

DABH,, ·

get

I'm still t: camping virgin . - Let 's get to-

How's the spades game coming a long ?

GLASER,

1992

10

lea, I think that sniftwe ate at Burge Bam

Don't believe everything you hear. But

THE POUND

HOMER,

BLENDER, POTS AND PANS
TOASTER OVEN, SUITCASE

whicb we Ih'e

Last week's ad was just a warm-up. Now

Haven't seen ya in a while. Stop by some-

BOOK-SHELVES SPEAKERS

Birth and death are the ani), two

annual RHA Volleyball Mal'1.thon a smashing
"Success! Special thanks to Brian. Katie, Dempscy,
Kendl'1., Jeff, Ln, Melissa, Jason,Tony, Jason,
audes, Brian, and Waylan. Greatjob,gu ys!

Karlynn:

Mad Dog:

Fuzztii,y

BoSTON ACOUSTIC2-WAY

2 Kenwood 6 x 9', $75
2 Blaupunk 6 W" 570

TIlANKS to everyone who helped make the first

Betsmy:

REMEMBER TIffi BLACK PLAGUE?

REMOTE AND CABLE READY

"'"

!

C am pu s ,G os si p'! ........ ',

Miscellaneous

AGE~JULY

Page 13

ing.

October over and O\'cr and over.
MW ,

see GOSSip, page 16

"{'){liM b ;1
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Has Dr. Borkat realized the "American Dream"
I read, and was appalled by, an article which appeared in the April 12th issue of Newsweek. It is located on page II,
'I1)c:i'-uihor, one Dr. Roberta F. Borkat, has formul ated a plan to ensure Ihe academic equality
.. ~f::~~ch· sw~eilt ~wh~Jakes hCT Courses (English and comparative literature). You see. Dr. Borkat has decided that any
. s.t\id~[Il·stiil enrolled.in,her class afieilhe fust two weeks will receive a fin al grade of A. No tests , no questions. no worries .
)'hi~!4e!ts~!ns d~gefQl1SlyclosetobecOp1ing the recognized "American Dream."
;::'$bC~r~~~t;s'se.Yera.lle3sbnsforthe .i,mpleffientation of this plan: it will maintain high G .P.A.'sl or the students, it will
'Siiy~' Ill~PfQ(e;Sor:$Y~ili~b]et~C;, and; get this, it will save the environment undue stress placed on it by the use of paper
fOit~#~itS;.~9ntpositiolis.
essays,.She also maJces a statement which equates to: "all of the great poets. playwrights,
~d ~~iiriS~XQiI!4cet:S~akespeare, Miltc,n, and Swift) are dead. Shouldn'.t their ideas be dead too?"
i'f~Al\ii)ughl, :t'nders'iilild thesource .Qf
Borkat's anguish, there are several flaws in her logic. She states that in giving
'jJlh~~hldtD;;:;"s~<.~'iiicirminils Wilrbe n:Jjeved of aruiety, and they will be free to do whatever they want for the rest
,~n?~tthe ti!le of"My.Tu,l:f.l' :~

and

or:

~~~~I~lt~~~!~!~52::x!{~7~;~!~~E:~::::::::~:~P:u~~:::s::n~::~~:.:n~~.~
m~'pldf8siil.~; b~\Ia1ways lhoughrolie~fthe{Cai interests ot'pr!>fe'ssefs was teaching. Pardon me for saying so, but

;~t:~~~j~~i~~~~~~ilt~7:~~~::~~:I~::~:es~~~~~~t:~~::c::,a~~~Of all the acephalous

;iiti~1v~\Ji. P#f~I:iG,f;A;sc~ptilining &nerica's frnest and most powerful corporations. 1don't know about you, but this

l~~~~~~~~W~!~~~~::~::~t=~it~~h:~;;lt:{;~:o:~a~:asc;,~:~!~::;~~~:~:;
······' tlIc;lr't'O:urScs forthcfu:sftwo weeks: This also demora)iies thoSe iitud.!:ntS who strive for excel1ence by taking

l' .

Campus

from pageS

STRUCTIJRE:
We have two officers consisting of a
president and a secretary/treasure.
Our staff advisor us Ms. Virginia
Heikkinen, Assistant Director of
Admissions and Student Financial
Aid.
This is an opportunity for you to
meet transfer students that have gone
through the same types of experiences
that you may encounter your fust
semester at UMR. This organization is
a service to you provide by transfer
students. It will be advantageous for
you to join this group , not only for
yourself, but for the transfer students
that will follow you to UMR_

Christian campus fellowship
WHO WEARE:
• A Christian organization of 6070 UMR students (all Christian denominations).

• A JlOIIP dedicated to taking a
stand for God on a secular campus.

•

A

dedicated to
each ocher's needs.

-,- -

fellowship
ministering to

• Supported by contributions
from individuals and area churches.
WHAT WE DO:

Goatee

• Hold weekly meetings on campus to
I can remember fondlY my fust
inform, uplift and mature.
ventures into rap. From 1983 to 1987
• Have many fun and exciting activi· this whiter than white guy was exties, such as:
posed to the second phase ofn rap.
- Canoe trips
U.T.F.O .• Whodi)ti, Roxanne, and the
- Involvement with UMR Intra
Fat Boys somehow found their way
mural Sports
into my unsuspecting ears. A short
- Hayrides/Bonfues - Picnics
while later came the first albums by
- Eating
the Beastie Boys, Eric B . and Rakim,
- Bowling
Public Enemy. and my favorite, L.L.
- Panies
Cool J. After I found these guys, 1 had
- Sports/Games Night (Every
friends who were slipping me R.EM.,
Friday)
Dead Milkmen, and Smiths albums,
- Volleyball T.
and I lost track of rap for a while.
- Eat again!
Basically, all this means is that I'm
• Participate in and organize more se- stuck with Ihis fondness for the simrious activities, such as:
pler old style when I listen to newer
- Spring and Fall retreats
rap.
- Weekly Bible studies
- Work trips to help with con·
struction projects at Christian camps
- prayer meetings
- visiting and serving dinner to
rest homes in .the Rolla area
- sending engineering/construc.
tion teams to Mexico (every spring)
- anylhing else which will serve
to advance the cause of Christ
WEEKLY MEETING TIME:
Mondays at 6:00 pm
MEETING LOCAnON:
Missouri Room, upstairs in University Center East

LL COOLd

from page 6

&l!i2 by

L.L. Cool J was definitely my favorite of the old style.
(Althoughl prefer Paid in Ful1 by Eric
B. and Rakirn which came out a few
years later than Radio.) It was simple
and had a decent "beat box" beat, and
it got this pubscent goatee guy shouting " L.L. Cool J is bad as hell. I'll
batlle anybody, I don ' t care who you
tell". Radio also had the classic liner
note "Reduced by Rick Rubin". That
was the trick of Radio, and it has been
the one constantin all of his best songs.
The simpler the Illix , the more attention to L.L.'s rap, and the bener the
product.
And it is here that 14 Shots to the
Dome fails. A lot of times, the rap gets
lost in the mix. If the beats were all
choice, this might be acceptable, but
unfortunately· the best beats come on
the songs which have the rap out front.
~ features about every
style of rap you could think of nowadays. You've got a bit of the reggae
rap ("Straight from Queens"), the Digable/Arrested quirky ' rap ("Pink
Cookies in a plastic bag getting
crushed by buildings"), the sophomore screw lOng ("Backseat"), the
girl choruslkids on crack rap ("Cross-

roads"). and the angry dense mix of the
fust single "How I'm-comin' ."
The songs arent't all that terrible,
but few of them get me going. The two
middle tracks. "Funkadelic Relic" and '
"All We Got Left is the Beat", really
groove. A lot of it has to do with Ihe
fact that they focus on the rap. " All
We Got" has a masterful backing track
that really fits to the flow of the words.
"Ain ' t No Stoppin' This" hits it pretty
well also.
When all he worries about is
rapping, the songs work. It· s that
simple. Unfortunately. it's just lost
sometimes. A lot of times L.L. Cool J
is just shouting and straining his voice.
If Mr. James T. Smith would just hold
back a linle and put out just a regular
old album, it would be a classic. Sorry
J. but 14 Shots to the Dome only gets
you 7 goatees. (And I didn' t use the
word "phan" once.)
Goatee Rating Sysiem
10. GO BUY IT NOW!!!
9. Great album, buy tomorrow
8. Decent, buy next week
7. Ok for ~ style, wait a month
6. Only fOl'diehard fans
S-l. Landfill material
O. So terrible, you must have it

-

I

1

3

3

4

--

1,1993 .
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Wee/(gnd Vpdate
::.{::".'.
~~~~~~~~=~~~ .sec6nd floor 6iHanis Hall.

':.
The~ngporti6;; of Preedom
Run .1992cbnsisted of cadets from
UMR. UMC. and Parks taking turns
carry\fig a small POW-MIA flag in one
to two mile increments. Thi s di stance
. This past 'Veteran's Day was di~ided between two legs: K~sas
Weekend. November 6-8. 1992.• City to jefferson City. and St.Louis to
AitForce ROTC ~adets from Jefferson City. :In two days. through
t1M~, UMC.and Park~ C611egeof ~~?'" and sleet. over hills and through

er.s Iha(f6Ubwed were Mr' Rober
'Bucker, :Execut1ve Director of the
Missouri Veteran's commission,
Mr. Wnbu~ Rowden. a former
M1A and POW from World War
II. Mrs. Louis Van Hoorer. area
coordinator for the National
League of Families. arid Mr. Briim
Heriford, UMR student and L6uis
'l. Cic¢oli Squadron commander.
.The. entire 'purpose fo,r Pree-

New World Spirits, don't wait to see what everyone e.l se says
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Fall from Grace look like they could really do some damage
New World Spirits from SI. Louis will perform at The New Beat. Friday
April 23. Opening band will be Fall From Grace from Columbia. MO. Cover
charge is $3.00.
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nUofthe

I'."

Ilerrible.
Thelwo
elie"and '

I". really

with the
ap. "All
ingttaek
Ie words.
;ilpreUY

.

Time Killers .

i

I C:F<C::>SS[TV]~C::>I=<DSII
ACROSS

1 Shown. wilh 7 and
54 Across. he' s
It. Caslillo
12 - A nn Warren
13 She wa s Pepper
Anderson
14 lopez 10
15 Na bokov novel
16 "Born in Ihe - "
17 Stander 10
18 Anc ienl
20 Boy: Sp.
22 Hyson
23 Singer Judd
26 Isle of 27 Ad -

aboUI is
!t'sthal

jusiiosl
I. Cool J
dsvoice.
juslhold

Hegular
ie. Sorry
m1y gelS

I use the

28 Ira te
29 Hollywoo d and 30 Tanlalum
symbol
31 Roman gods
32 Mr. Disney
35 King l opper
37 Opp. o f WSW
38. Fitness
facilil y

)91

eil

•

-

4J- Late B(.. iress
Diamond

© 1987 United Feature Syndicate

44 Bilka or
Snorke l. e.g.
45 Ac lress Chiles
47 US Iroops

48 Tellurium
symbol
49 "The Bell - "
50 Formerly Clay
53 "A Year - Ihe
Top"
54 See 1 Across
56 " - - for
Sergea nl s"
58 Tilles
59 Ac tor Ho ffman
DOWN

1 Si nger - John'
2 Barbara Hale
role
3 Shatner 18
4 - .- mode
5 Crim son
6 Ms. Cannon
7 Thick e role
8 Melissa on
"Falcon Cresl"

9 Gibbs 10

10 " My Sister - '
1 1 " - Sireel"
16 AClress Merkel
19 Comedian Deluise
21 " - Not
Rappoport"
22 Prefix lor thr ee
24 " - Houslon"
25 Ms. lupin o
29 Faull
31 " - Bool"
32 Played Jolene
33 " Murder. She
Wrol e" star
34 Permi t
36 Tain a 38 Drinking vessel
39 Reb Brown role
40 Do. reo 42 ., - Vice "
43 Ragin's role
on " Quincy"
46 Beach fealu re
49 Mr . Piscopo
5 1 Mr. Ferrigno
52 " - Magic"
55 Monroe 10
57 That fhing

.'

'see Solutions, page 11
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cal

5111
SOl'

dec
cig
I
COU

Sml
iss
010\

mal
the)
Can
Can
wiil

shir

etc..
iny,

tend
Carr
log \
sma'

CONQUESTS.

17.

PAZO'SBA1TLEWITHPMS.

AQHABETICAll.Y BEING AFTER

18.

THESILENI'FURYOFPATFLAHERTY

Cam
getl
cool
gelli
ttyin
cam'
flltet
lhav
som(
liquo
1hay
thOU!
sane
lhav
cigan
Sm
andl
hown
head,
Spolle
buy.

WHEN YOU PROVE IllM WRONG.

Rewo

Gossip

~r, ,

Dee.

from page 13
Gonzato-

Utterbob-

WORK

our ! III

Daddy Kane

8.

You're my favorite Peruvian.

You should always feel frec to express your

KEITH STEINMETZ FOR THE REST OF

. Chancellor

innermost [«liDp ...

I

Diego-

HomercJes cares not for beansl

Mike lulian

Hey Lory,

biggest help to Omega Sigma. 1bank.s Again!

My boyfriend bouaht me thi, new diamond

rin, wi1b his ,old c:anlt

Wow Greek Week Queen Candidate ... you

Good Luck Durin, G...k Week Dee!
N. ,& Sanh-

1.

Omega Sig Pledges,
The wort was rully tough ... but you did a

Rc:sidenCl of 4 NWHow can you incarc:etate me without a rair

&. plaques because the due date is very soonl

trial? I demand julticel

P.S. Doo't forget thlll all the hard .-:v~~and hazing

3.

the outdoor splendor of l..nne Springs? Bizarre.. .
-Crai.

Happy 3 Year Anniversary, I love you.
Your Sweetheart

AGAIN.

12.

HeyCletus:

Where's da' Banjo?

PNEUMONIA JOHNSONt

MORNINGS.
13.

MARKKEll.Y ANY DAY OF THE

WEEK.
14.

Dave:

SHUT UP YOUR HOLE!! !

STANDING NEAR SCOTT DRUMM AS

NITELY MORE QUALIFIED llIAN HE.

HE STRIPS DOWN TO II!S U\STTSIllRT EVERYDAY.

S.

GREO'S ANNOYING HABIT OF SPEW-

15.

U\CK OF AIR FRESHENER.

ING 1VA STATImCS WHENEVER HE
DEAMS IT APPROPRIATE.

16.

CONSTANT ASSESSMENT OF YOUR
ATnRE, HAIR. WEIGHT, ETC. BY

6.

THE AETT POWER BLOCK.

GUYS WHO llllNK A BOARD JACKET

7.

SEXUAll.Y FRUSTRATED MALES

IS THE HEIGHT OF FASIllON.

CONSTANfLY TElllNG OBVIOUSLY

PNEUMONIA...

SHAWN VANASDALE ON MONDAY

JUSTIN HIll.ER' S HANGOVERS .

IMAGINARY STORIES OF THEIR

-

SUPPRESSING THE URGE TO

4.

KristiAmy,

MAKE KEll.Y EXPOUNDING UPON

HE KNOWS llIAT 'YOU ARE INF1-

our associatesl

Think those happy folks . .. still cnjoyin,

FINDING A WOMEN 'S BATIlROOM

REVERSE D1SCRlMIr,ATION WHEN

Pledge Master

we give you is a privilege... it says.. gosh we love

WOOKIES!lt

TALKS ABOUT HIS COMPUI'ER

TESTOSTERONE OVERLOAD IN 4

BETWEEN CLASSES.

great job. Hope you're doing well on your scrolls

- Chancellor

11.

Sin
ayou
smok

gClm

Hey Cletus:

THE RATHER INADEQUATE AVER
AGE HAND SIZE.

OUT OF 4 CLASSES.

2.

-Chac«llor

WOOKIESt!t

STRANGLE KIRBY VANDVORT IF HE

RP

Thanb for the K-Y Jelly.

Won't you two need it?

JUNIOR IN THE NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT.

MIJEll.ER FOR MORE POJlo,'TS.

10.

blow them all out of the water.

Love ,

Hey Cletus:

TRYING TO SUCK UP TO DR.

- Chancellor

HAZARDS OF BEING A FEMALE AND A
Flea,

STANDINGINTHEWAYOFDARRIN
ROSS AFTER A TEST WHEN HE 'S

You're my favorite Peruvian.

Congradulalions ... you really have been the

theve

MY LIFE.
9.

actus loves youll

STRIP MINING PREVENTS
FOREST FIRESt
-SC

ands
While

No w it's Time to Li gh t Up

)8ge 13

S.

'lJJlERTY
RONG.

The idea of smoking the leaves, and buds , of plants has been around for
a long time. Everybody knows that the American Indians smoked peace pipes, but not too many people smoke pipes
today. I can't say when the last time I saw a girl
smoking a pipe. USA Today had an article in it a couple of weeks back
that had statistics on the percentage of people who
smoke inAmerica , and surprisingly, twenty-five percent all americans
smoke. The number of people who smoke has been
declining steadily since the sixties, but this last year it stayed the same.
The reason was attributed to discount brands of
cigarettes and gimmicks like Camel Cash .
.For those not familiar with Camel Cash I will explain. When you buy
a pack of Camel brand cigarettes you get a little
coupon like bill that is made up to look like a dollar. The cash coupon
has a picture of a George Washington looking camel
smoking a cigarette with the inscription , "This Camel note is for all
smooth stuff public and private." The fake money
is actually kind of cute, and when I
went to my girlfriend's grandmother's house, I was surprised to fmd
her five year old cousin collects the
money. I figure it will take her a long
time to save up these C-notes, as
; ';." 0.
they are called, because she doesn't
smoke but hits people up for their
Camel Cash when they come over.
The object of the whole thing is that
Camel has put out a catalog that has
different things that you can buy
with only camel cash; salt and pepper
shakers shaped like fat camels, tshirts, fishing lures that look like a
camel's head, ash trays of course,
etc ... The fust catalog came out withan
expiration date that you had to send
in your cash before, but the gimmick
worked so good that camel extended the offer and put out a new
catalog and expiration date. Now,
Camel is on it's third extension of the
idea with "The Camel Cash Cat alog Volume Three," having an expiration date ofJuly 31,1993. Being a
smoker, when I found out about this
stuff I switched from Winstons to
Camels because I figured I might as
well get some free things while I
get lung cancer. I saved up and sent
my cash in andgotan assortrnen tof
cool things including a glass with a
jazz band of camels on it. Since
getting my stuff, I have received two
promotion al packages from Camel
trying to keep me smoking their cigarettes. One contained a "Five Spot "
camel cash certificate, and the other contained a "Big Ten " camel cash
certificate, naturally, I said" Hell, I've already got
fifteen camel cash notes, might as well switch back to camel, and keep
on smoking." So, I switched back again and now
I have enough cash to get the fat camel salt and pepper shakers I have been
wanting. Some of my friends smoke Marlboros,
some of my friends smoke Wins tons, some of my friends smoke Magnas
because they only cost $1 .10 at "The Rusty Penis "
liquor store up town by the Rolla Daily News, while still other people
that are my friends don't smoke at all. Recently,
I have noticed that on packs of Marl~os you get "Marlboro Miles."
'One pack is five miles, and if you save up like
thousands you can get stuff like sleeping bags--the concept is the same.
I just noticed yesterday that Winston h as some
sort of coupon on the back of their packs now. These mail in offers are
great ways to get people hooked on cigarettes, but
I have become so confused trying to decide which brand/offer I want
to go for now, that I have decided to quit smoking
cigarettes and start smoking a pipe,
Smoking a pipe cost less and tastes better. A couple of weeks ago I was
in SI. Louis buying groovy Tom Waits albums
and I went into a Tobacco shop in University City. I bought a cheap pipe
and some fresh tobacco, You wouldn't believe
how many different types of tobacco and pipes are out there. They had
this one pipe that had a bowl shaped like Napoleon 's
head, you smoke out of his brain (which is kind of an interesting idea),
The man in the pipe shop was an old hippie and
spotted right off that I must be trying to quit smoking cigarettes because
I didn't know what kind of pipe or tobacco to
buy, He said, "We say its o.k. to quit smoking cigarettes, just don't quit
smoking, " and handed me a pamphlet entitled "The
Rewards of Happy Pipe Smoking." The pamphlet was filled with many
comic lines, including, "Relax and enjoy it, from
the very fust puff..." and, "Pipe cleaners are a pipe's best friend, "
Since then, I have been smoking on a pipe instead of cigarettes. I have
bought a few packs of cigarettes though, because
a younger person smoking on a pipe looks kind of dorky, especially
around campus. When people think of somebody
smoking a pipe they usually think of professors , sailors, Sherlock Holmes,
and Huckleberry Finn. I have been trying to
getmy girlfriend to go on the pipe too, but she keeps refusing. She is hooked
on Marlboro Light lOO's (and their "miles"),
and she says it looks stupid for a girl to smoke a pipe, which is entirely
untrue, it looks cool when a girl smokes a pipe,
While cigarette companies figure out new ways to get people addicted,
I for one, am going on the pipe.
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Still looking for a summer
position? If you haven't gotten
[on an on-campus interview
schedule, keep watching the
detail sheets for more companies who have recently scheduled with the Career Placement
and Cooperative Training Cen·
~r. Also many companies, both
small and large, are hiring but
~ not coming to campus to
interview. 111ese comoanies

SU DlD ler

ARE YOU GOIN G TO
BE HERE THIS SUM MER ?

SUB
" ' s Summe r Board of Direc t ors
has 4 positi ons:
Pr esiden t
D irecto r of Activ i t i es
Direct or of Promot i ons
Secret ary

job ?

send notices to the Placement Annual" and the Jan. '93 edition
Office for posting, so be sure to of the "Graduating Engineer"
check the bulletin board in have a list of companies that
Room 301 Norwood Hall fre- tend to hire students for summer
quently for specific informa- positions_ Federal and state
tion.
offices are yet another possibilStudents seeking summer ity. Other literature, regarding
employment also need to be summer positions can be found
aware of the many other re- in Summer Jobs Volume 1&2,
sources available in the Career "ll1e Job Hunter", and numerPlacement and Cooperative ous ilublications located in
Trainin~ Center.
The "(PC Room ~(}4 Norwood Hall.

from page 15 .

SUB HEEDS
SUMMER BOARD MEMBERS

6y JaT/US 'Barnes

Ho w ab ou t a

'~"

If you are going to b e here (or the Summer
se m ester
And you Ulant to help plein eue nt s lik e:
Whit e C astl e Night o t (h .e Movies
The Weterme lon f ee d
.
A C om e dy Night
,

or whatever creative id eas come to mind

- AND Improve you r l e ad ers hip skills ,

YOU IUAN T TO BE ON THE
SUM MER SUB BOA RD!! !!
1

I

App lic a 1:ionS availab le NOW in th.e SUB Office,
above (h.e Butch.e r , BaRe, Deli.
a, call 34 1 - 4220 fa, more Meaits .
Eleceio ns w ill be h.eld (he e vening of MA Y 4.
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Events

from page 2

-- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -7:00 pm AlChE/G-3 Chern

7:30 pm Tau Beta Sigma Meeting/139 ChemEng

8:00 pm Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting

are uppe r classmen, to Kansas Cit y area res idents,

ORvn.LE REDENB ACHER 'S HELPS STU·

and to sons and da ughters of construction empl oy-

DENTS GET A "SECOND START'

ees. Appl icants will be required Lo seek summe r

Take a look around any college campus and

9. A statement of 500 words vfthe significan t

ered as a single entry . Investigative articles are

future contributi ons (on a separate sheet).

particularl y encouraged. There areno restrictions

employment in construct ion .

classroom and the result will be surprising. No

10. Any other relevant infonnatio n.

Applica tions should be submitted 10 Ihe Slu·

longer is the ave nge college student an all·Ameri·

All applications and nominations will be re·

denl Financial Aid Omce by April IS, 1993.

as to scope, content or length .

can boy or girl straight o ut of high school. Record

viewed by a Judg ing Committee of International

numbe~ofpeopleofallagesandfrom a ll walks of

Experts and the award will be announced by Sep·

not required, but entrants are encouraged to sub·

THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

life are silting in ct assrooms together with the

tember 30, 1993. Suitable arrangements will be

mit a cover letter explaining the context of the
submitted story, along with a brief biographical

9:00 pm Newman Mass

(TROA) FORT LEONARD WOOD CHAP·

same ambition to learn and to achieve a better life

rnade for making the award at an appropriate

TER OFFERS SCHOLARSIUP PROGRAM

for th emselves and their families. Th e U.S. De·

ceremony in the country of

FOR 1993 IN THE AMOUNT OF $500 ELIGI-

partment of Education projects that in the year

awardee.

Need to do something to relieve some stress? Want

BILITY:

1997 nearly 15 million students will be enrolled in

Please send s ix complete sets each of (1 )

to learn how to shoot a gun safely? Come join the

• Undergraduate or gradUAte students

college and approximately a third of the those

application/nomination, (2) supporting docu·

UMR Trap and Skeet Club in T-2 (the: white build-

• Must be military officer or dependent of the

students will be adults over the age of 30.

ments, and (3) publicutions, to the FOWldation.

ing behind the library) at 3:30 every Friday and

same

Noday

:!ntries. A series of related articles will be consid-

contributions in the past five years and potential of

As more adults return to the college class·

~siden c e

of the

Accompanying material in support of entries is

note about the author. Elaborate presentations are
neither required nor desired Entries will not be

For any further infonnation, contact:

returned.
Judges reserve the right to authenticate, accept or
disallo'¥. entries at their discretion. The decision
of the judges is fin al. All entries must include the

see what we' re all ahauL You don't have to have

• Must be recommended by a A.. W TROA Chap·

room and current economic constraints continue.

(Sally Prakash)

writer's schoo l, home address and telephont

your own gun. Call Jeffrey W. Spencer at 341-

termember

adults are fmding it difficult to juggle family,

''Shamsher PrakaSh Foundation"

number.

8420 or Jim David at 364·5684 formore infonna·

• High school and UMR transcript required

wode and school. Unfo rtunately, college tuition

Anand Kutir

tion. Everyone wel come!

• Must be at least a half·time student

costs have escalated beyond most of these stu·

1111 Duane Avenue

See Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall, for ~etails and

dents' fmancial means and they are desperately

Rolla, Mo 65401

NA TION/STONE AWARD, C/O THE NATION

Prereglslrallon, APRIL 19·23

application fonns,

seeking alternative sources of monetary aid.

USA

INSTITUTE ,

Preregistration for the 1993 Summer and Fall

Application Deadline: June 30, 1993

Understanding the importance of a college educa·

semesters will be April 19 through April 23. Students should obtain their preregistration materials

tion, Orville and Gary Redenbacher established

All ENrRIES SHOULD BE SENr TO:
72

FIFrH

AVENUE,

NEWYOURK, NY 10011

·40 years and younger.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE

THE JOHN P. EAGER EDUCA nON TRUST

the Orville Redenbacher's Second Start Scho lar.

CALL (21 2) 463-9270

and schedule of classes from the Registrar's Of·

FUND SCHOLARSHIP

ship Program, presentJy in its fourth year, to pro·

A Project of The Nation Institute

fice starting April 15th.

~s scholarship is to honor John P. Eager, he was

vide financial assistance to adults over the age of

regarding preregistration will befoWld in the front

a pioneer in the development of modem micro·

30. Since financi al aid for these older students is

THE

section of the FaU Schedule of Classes .

film technolog y as applied by bus iness .

extremely limited , the Of\' iIJe Redenbacher's

STONE A WARD FOR STUDENT JOUR·

WINTER 93 MISSOURI lDGHER EDUCA.

The Eager Scholmh ip is a minimum 2,500-word

Second Stan Scholarhip Program will award 30

NALISM

TION

Summer Employment: Indian Springs Lodge is

essay contest with a S5,000 prize. The essa y topic,

SI ,OOO scholarships for the 1993·94 school year.

now taking applicati ons fo r summer employment,

chosen ea ch year on an aspect of the fi eld of

With a finn belief that it's never to late to get a

Purpose: The Nation lnstitute/I.F. Stone Award

Winter 93 "Bright Flight checks arc now available

located approximately 30 minutes from Rolla .

infonnation and im age man&gement, requi res

"second start" in life, the second Start Program has

recognizes excellence in student journalism . En·

in the Cashier's Office, basement of Parker Hall.

Various positions available, such as canoe and raft

significant commitment on the part of the student

helped 45 adults achieve their goals since 1990.

work , grounds , housekeeping, store staff, etc ... A

to research and write. A minimum grade point

Designated to help adults with a true entrepre·

season commitment fro m mid·May through La·

average of 3.0 is requi red, and there are some

neurial spirit make a second start in life, app lica·

scribed "Jefferson ian Ma rxi st," S tone combined

bor Day is required and reliable transportation a

lim itations in the range of a college majo r. Other·

tions fo r the O rvill e Redenbacher's Second S tart

progressive politics , investigative zeal and a com·

musL Possible camper-cabin style lodgin g may be

wise, th e contest is open to fuU ·time students, from

Program wi ll be accepted from March 1 through

pulsion ,lq tell the truth w ith a commitment to

available to a few. Call for application at 80()'392·

hi gh school senio rs to college. The scholarship

May 1, 1993. To rece ive an application write toL

human rights and the exposure of injustice. As

1110,

recipient is honored at the Annual AIlM Banquet.

Orville Redenb acher's Second Start Scholarship

Washington editor of The Nation magazine and

funded by · the Rolla Area (Phelps COWlty)

For more infonnation on theJohn P. EagerSchol·

Program, P.O. Box 39101, Chicago, lll inois

founder of the legendary I. F. Stone 's Weekly, he

NAACP for a full-time African·Americanstudent

60639.

Detailed infonnation

FOURTH

ANNUAL

NATIONfI.F.

ACADEMIC

(BRIGHT

FLIGHT)

SCHOLARSHIPS CHECKS ARE HERE! The

tries should exhibit the Wliquely independent

If you are a ''Bright Flight' recipient, please go to

journalistic tradition of l.F. Stone.

the Cashier's office.

A self..:l.e·

c

m

Cashier's hours are from

I

8: 15 am to 3:15 pm.

et:!
' VfHE YES I CAN" GRANTjs a $~OO grant

UMR ARC Last Thursday of the month 7 :00pm

a ~hip , contact Maureen Heffernan, Manger,

specialized in publ ishing info rmation igno red by

entering or currently attending the University of

Rolli

NW comer of the basement of the Ro Ua Bldg.

Chapter Relations at AlIM headquarters, 1100

the mainstream med ia (which he ofte n fo und in

MO·Rollawithatlea.st oneyea rofcoilegeremain.

Talkin· 145.45 MHZ 443. 285 MHZ 1284.6

Wyne Avenue, Suite 1100, Si lver Spring, Mary·

The Co ngressional Record and other public docu·

ing.

land 20910, 301 /587-8208 FAX 301 /587-2711.

ments overlooked by the big--circul ation dailies).

Elegibility requimnents :

hOSln
April
locati

ElIglbllly: The contest is open to all undergradu·

• Demonstrated fmancial need

MHZ

SHARMSHER

PRAKASH

• African·American

RESEARCH

AWARD

engin
loaw

Financial Aid

TIlE MlD-WE ST CONCRETE INDUSTRY
BOARD EDUCATIONAL BiND

Shamsher Prakash Foundation announces the

ate students enrolled in a U.S. college. Articles

• U.S. Citizen

1992 "S.P. RESERACH AWARD" for young"

may be submitted by the writers themselves or

• Sound moral character

WILLIAM M REISS FOUNDATION SCHOI..

The MCIB Educational Fund was established to

scientists and research workers from all over the

nominated by editors of student publications or

• Admiitedtoorattending UMRduring the period

23,w

ARSIUPFUND

provide fmancial ass istance to college engineer·

world. Applications/nominations are solicited so

faculty members. While entries originally pub·

of grant allowance

and a

• MinimWl acadmic criteria:

Recipients of this scholarship shall be limited to

ing students pursing a B.S. or higher degree that

as to reach the Honorary S~cretary on or before

lished in student publications are preferred, all

lII'adualos of publicly supponed hlah schools

includes concrete and concrete design courses as

June 30, 1993.

articles will be considered provided they were not

High school· UMR admissions standards

locat.d within lb. city limits

Belleville, 1111.

an integral part of their degree program. Note

The applicant should be a specialist in Ge·

written as part ofa student's ~gular course work.

CUrrent UMR students ·2.0 Scm. & CUm.

nob.. Students working toward a degree in medi·

should be taken of the residency ~uirements as

otechnical Engineering and/or Geotechnical

cine. but not nursing, are excluded. Selections will

shown on the application. The fund will grant one

Earthquake Engineering. It is particularly neces.

The Prize: The article that, in the opinion of the

be made primarily upon academic promise and

S2,000 scholarship this fall. Application available

sa.ry that candidates have significant independent

judges, represents the most outstanding example

fmancia1 need . The amount of the award shall be

at the Student Fmancial Aid Office.

contributions and show promise of excellence.

of student journalism in the tradition ofLF. Stone

Branch (if currmt student)

fixed by the commettce and may be sufficient to

AppliCAtion dead!jne· April 30 1993

will be published in a fall issue of The Nation. The

The grant will be administered in 2 installments of

0(

The amount of the award is US S1001 (Indian

Being in good academic standing
• MemberofRollaArea (Phelps County) NAACP

include any or all of tuition room and board.

Rs 30.000 app.) payable in the local currency of

winner will receive a cuh award of SI000. The

5250; the fiBt installment will be available at Fall

Applications are available in the Student FmanciAl

the awardee. The applicationlnomination may be

Nationreserves the ri&ht to edit the winning article

registnltion; the 5econd instalment will be avail·

Aid Offiu.

1993-95 SECOND START SCHOLARSIUP

made on a plain paper and the following inl"onna·

to confonn to the space limitations of the mI,a-

able at Winter registntion.

Deadline: May 1,1993

(ORVILLE REDENBACHER'S SCHOLAR.

tion must be included:

zine. Announcement of thew inning article will be

maintenance of a2.0 semester and CUM. GPA.

made in The Nation in the fall of 1993.

The

Deadllnd: AU entries must be postmarked by

school. church. and conununity

SHIP)

1. Name of the candidate

THE HEAVY CONSTRUCTORS OF THE

Thiny SIOOO schola.v.ip. will be dislributed to

GREATER KANSAS CITY AREA

qualified adulta for the 1993-94 school year.

The Heav), Constructors Association of the

EB&lblllly crtterla:

3. Dale of birth

Greater Kansu City .Area Industry Advancement

• age 30 or older

4. Chronology of education

Scholarships are specifically for persons who are

• enrolled or planning to enroll in a degree pro·

5. Chronology of jobs held

planning and preparing for careers in construc.

gram at an accredited college or university

6.

tion. The :unount of each scholarship is 2,500.00

• pursuing part· time or full· time studies on an

7. Complete Jist of

per year.

undergraduate or graduate level

journals. (Please enclose at least 5 significant

Recipients of the scholarships shall be full· time

• all applications must be postmarked by

publications.)

students who demonstrate finan cial need . Prefer·
mce sha ll be giv en to well rounded persons who

May 1, 1993

A~a

June 29, 1993.

publications in

8. Statement of processes developed and pat·
ents if any.

awarded on the basis of; fl·

AppUcal .... Deadline Is AprU 30,1993 anddeci.ion will be made by May 15,1993.

of specialization
~fe~ed

,rant will be

Contingent upon

nancial need, academic potential. and service to

2. Complete postal address and telephonelfax
nwnber

Ec

GPA

Enlry Rules:

Applications forms Ire available from:

All entries must have been written or published

Rolla Area (Phelps County) NAACP Branch

between June 30, 1992, and June 29 , 1993. Tear P.O. Box 1534
sheets or photocopies are acceptable.

Rolla, MO 65401
314-341:2677 (h) or 314-341-4771

Each writer, editor of a student publication or
faculty member may submit up to three separate

It
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Software

Page 2

from page 1

~

stalling the software on your IBM
compatible PC.
With the PROGume Editor, you
are able to present the equivalent of up
to 200 standard pages of text. Few ever
would need that much, but, the publisher says, "you should not be stingy
with words when writing a PROGum e
(tm). The advantage of the PROGume
(tm) is its ability to present mountains
of information without overwhelming
the recipient. The employer does not
have to wade through every word in
orderto get to what he wants. Since the
menu system and the search function
of the PROGume (trn) allow the employerto locate just the facts of inter-

lbt consid .

: lnic\tslrt

) TtstrittiOns

of tntrits is

19edtosub.

'llICUof tbe

bi'l'phlCII

:ntalioculre

i 'NiUnotl!t
,I«tptor

I'hed~ion

1u.:ludethe

• "1'1'00",

est, it is to your advantage to include as
much information as possible."
The PROGume (trn) is designed
so that an employer -who is not likely
to use the program more than once or
twico--do es not have to do more than
hitakey on his keyboard in orderto use
the program.
PROGume (tm) is available as
Shareware only from HIS Algorithm
or authorized shareware distributors.
Shareware is a method of marketing
software that allows the user to try it
before he buys. If a user likes and
continues to use a shareware program
he is encouraged to register it with the
publisher for a fee which is usually

substantially lower than comparable
commerci al software.
System requirements are: an IBM
PC, XT, AT, PS/2 or compatible
computer with at least 640K RAM,
OOS 2.11 or later and a harddisk. The
program is delivered on 5-1/4" or 3-1/
2" floppies.
Free unregistered fully functional copies of the program are avail:
able to students who write HIS Algorithm, P. O. BOX 8124-C, Pasadena,
Texas, 77508. You must include $5 to
cover the disks, packaging and postage--or for more information send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
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Civil Engineering department hosts Alumni Event

~ please loto

)\m. art

from

News Services
SOURCE
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The University of MissouriRolla civil engineering department is
On Saturday , alumni will particihosting its first Spring Alumni Event pate in campus
and departmental
April 23 and 24 at UMR and in other tours, student organizati
ons displays
locations in Rolla.
and research demonstrations. A barbeAll alumni and friends of the civil cue will be held at noon Saturday
at
engineering department are welcome Schuman Park, followed
by a studentto attend any or all of the events.
alumni softball game.
The event begins Friday, April
For registration information,
23, with classroom lectures and visits, contact Charlena Ousley
at the civil
and a luncheon featuring a panel dis- engineering departmen
t, 341-4470.

Economics Conference to be held

sWlmenlS of

UlJbltl tFail

YiIIb<"tiI'

inI""UPO>

IJM,GPA.

}lSisor. fl-

ld

cuss ion on the employment outlook
for civil engineers. At 6 p. m. Friday,
the Academy of Civil Engineers will
host a reception for alumni, students
and faculty in the Lions Den at Lions
Club Park.

sttVicc 10

m:

'B"""

Dr. Genichi Taguchi, a leading
expert in the area of quality in engineering design, will speak at 4 p. m.
Monday, April 26, in Centennial Hall
of University Center-East at the University of Missouri-Rolla.
Taguchi's talk, "Quality Engineering for Robust Technology Development," is free and open to the public.
Taguchi, a native of Japan, is

facturing circles for his contributions
to engineering systems design. He is
the executive director of the American
Supplier Institute in Detroit and since
1982 has been a principal advisor to
the Japanese Standards Association.
Taguchi began his career with
Japan's Ministry of Public Health and
Welfare immediat ely following
World War II. In 1948, he joined the
Institute of Statistical Mathematics,
and in 1950 he moved on to Nippon
Telephone and Telegraph. He received
a Ph. D. from Kyushu University in
1962 and was a professor at the University of Tokyo from 1964 until his
retirement in 1982.

UMR T.E.C.H.S. is soliciting
Campus Organizations to plan, promote and organize events for next
year's IMPACT Week. IMPACT
Week, held during October, is a campus wide fight to increase alcohol
awareness through entertaining and
educational programs. If your organization is interested in doing a program,
please contact Eric Utterson at 3419576, or Camille Consolvo at 3414292.

Visitors nig ht to be held
at the UM R obs erv ato ry Estate prov i d e s
mo ney for
scholarship
News Services
SOURCE

The University of MissouriRolla physics department is sponsoring a visitors night begining at 8:30 p.
m. Friday, April 30, at UMR's observatory.

The event is free and open to the
public.
The observatory is adjacent to
UMR's Stonehenge replica on Highway 63 North, north of V. H. McNutt
Hall and west of St. Patrick's Lane.
Visitors may view Mars, Jupiter
and the moon, weather permitting,
through the observatory's 16-inch
telescope, says John L. Schmin, UMR
associate professor of physics.

interest in economics at the high
school level and how to improve
News Services
teaching high school economics .
SOURCE
Daniel L. Thomton, an assistant
vice president and research economist
at the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank.
will be the keynote speaker. Other
High schools and college stu- speakers include John Blum , an ecodents have the chance to discuss eco- nomic development specialist with the
nomic growth in the 1990s with pro- U. S. Small Business Administration' s
fessionals at the University of Mis- district office in St. Loui s. and Phil
souri-Rolla' s Central Missouri Eco- Thompson , a chief economist for th e
nomies Conference to be held Friday, Missouri Offic e ofthe Public Counsel.
April 23, at UMR.
To regi ster for the conference ,
Discussions will center on how contact Dr. Linda Manning at the
government influences the economy, UMR economic s department.
110
job opportunities in the economics Harris Hall University of Missourifield, and the effect of telecommuni- Rolla, Rolla. MO 65401, before April
cations on the economy_Panel discus- 16. Or call (314) 341-4828 or fax
Bret. Saunier
at
sions will explore ways to stimulate (314) 341-4866.
The UMP observatory is holding a visitors night on April 30.

News Services
SOURCE

The estate of Anna Bosch. the
widow of Dr. Wouter Bosch, a former
chemistry professor at the University
of Missouri - Rolla, will provide
SI00,OOO for the Dr. Wouter Bosch
Endowed Scholarship at UMR.
WOUler Bosch joined the faculty
of UMR (then the Missouri School of
Mines and Metallurgy) in 1958 and
founded the polymer program at
UMR. The Bosch Scholarship supports UMR chemistry students interested in the study of polymer science,
according to Dr. Oliver Manuel, chairman of chemistry at UMR.
Wouter Bosch died Feb. 28,
1987, and his widow died Sept. 30.
1991. They lived in Tacoma Wash,
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